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Preface 
This book is about why we spent a year travelling with our young daughters from Cape 

Town to Kenya and back. It is intended to inspire, and give practical tips on what you can 

expect and how to prepare.   

We have also written an accompanying ‘Travelling in Africa with Kids Handbook’ (TAwK 

Handbook), available at our website www.GreatGuides.Org. The TAwK Handbook is a 

practical guide to the kit we found essential for survival and happiness and some tips on 

route planning and paperwork. You will also find our favourite recipes; invented, tried-

and-tested en route.  If you are planning an African journey en famille, these two books 

will save you months of research! 

About the authors 
Rachel Bray is an anthropologist specialising in the experiences of children.  Educated at 

Durham University, her doctoral research 

was among street children in Kathmandu. 

Her work took her throughout South and 

South East Asia.   

She has lived in Cape Town since 2000, 

working as an author, researcher and 

facilitator.  Her book ‘Growing Up in the 

New South Africa’ looks at children’s 

experiences of this new democracy. 

Roddy Bray studied at Durham and 

completed a Masters degree in 

anthropology at the University of Cape Town.  He established a tourism company focused 

on educational tours and safaris in southern and East Africa.  In 2010, Roddy started 

GreatGuides.Org, a web-based publishing platform profiling remarkable people and 

places. 

Roddy and Rachel have two daughters, Sarita (2003) and Lorien (2006. This book is 

dedicated to them. 
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Why the book? 
Imagine a back-to-back safari experience in which nature always has more to reveal. Think 

of equipping your children with life skills that cannot be learnt at school. And picture the 

freedom to linger in unexpected beauty, or accept an invitation to explore culture and 

history deeper with new-found friends. “Impossible as a family!” might be your first 

response. And your second, a series of reasons why journeying through Africa with 

children would be difficult, risky, or just plain mad.  After a year on the road with young 

children, this book bubbled out of us like a spring in the Kalahari. Our intent is to de-bunk 

the myth that overland travel in Africa is only for hard-core adventurers or the pre-kids 

era, and to provide some all-too-scarce practical advice on preparing for family journeys.  

Scouting for information in the build-up to our 2010 trip from Cape Town to Kenya was a 

disappointing exercise. Most of the material was written for the very rich or for 4x4 

enthusiasts.  There was nothing of any practical use about travelling in Africa with kids.  So 

this is the book we wished we had had before we left. It is the product of three years 

research before departure, and a fantastic year on the road.   

As we travelled we 

wrote about inspiring 

people, and recorded 

their knowledge of 

flora, fauna, history 

and culture.   

Visit GreatGuides.Org 

for the many stories 

we could not fit into 

this book, plus audio 

and video to make it 

come alive.   

 

You can comment on any of the material on our website, including this book.  Do add your 

advice or new bits of information for future family adventurers.  

http://www.greatguides.org/
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Travelling is different 
 

Haraka Haraka Haina Baraka (Swahili) 
There are no blessings when you hurry 

 

Sometimes, under the starry night, listening quietly to the cicada symphony after dinner, 

the rumble and dust of an overland truck or convoy of 4x4s would break into camp.  

Before dawn the engines would roar again and pass into the distance, pressing on 

relentlessly to the Serengeti, or some other destination very far from home.  These drivers 

of endless miles bewildered us.  “I like driving” one man told me, “we’ve driven 8,000km 

in two weeks”.  We asked a young woman on an overland trip “Where have you come 

from today?” “I dunno” she replied. “What was that place..? I think we crossed a border… 

all we do is drive and drink”. 

Travelling is different to ‘driving’ or ‘overlanding’.  It is about being.  At first the word 

‘travelling’ might seem to be the opposite of being, which might imply something 

sedentary.  But they are not contrary. If you move at the right pace, you can begin to 

engage with each new place.  To truly experience a place – its culture, its subtleties, 

contradictions, moods, seasons, past and possible futures – requires years:  the way of an 

anthropologist, not a tourist. ‘Travelling’ does not claim so much, it is not trying to be a 

pilgrimage, nor an expedition, nor anything so self-conscious. Travelling is about pausing, 

giving enough time to get to know new friends, to use your senses, to ‘be’ long enough to 

create some memories. 

Travelling with kids is about being together, as a family.  In part it is about being away 

together, to escape the routines, pressures and distractions, the cycles and patterns.  And 

to break out of the ruts that soon channel the flow of life.  Also it is about being a family 

under a new sky, adventuring together, learning how the world works, being a team, 

honing new skills, having fun and facing problems.  From the planning of the journey to 

the memories that linger, the family is brought together in something unique.  
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Our route 

We spent a year travelling from Cape Town to Mt Kenya and back, covering a distance of 

28,000km, which is about the annual distance covered by many people who commute.  

We spent 200,000 Rand (about $28,500) during the journey, which, again, is much the 

same as we would have spent covering the normal bills living in Cape Town for a year. 

Our daughters were age four and six years when we travelled in a Toyota SUV (2x4), 

towing an off-road caravan that we called ‘Vagabond’.  We were joined by an American 

film and Anthropology graduate, Jay Simpson.  He was 22, and possessed excellent skills as 

an Eagle Scout and a videographer.  Roddy was turning 40, Rachel somewhat younger. 

Roddy did most of the itinerary and kit planning, Rachel the provisioning and ‘road-

schooling’. 

Our route began near the Cape of Good Hope and almost six months of our journey was 

spent exploring South Africa, the first three months concentrating on the coast, including 

Swaziland, and, on the way back, ten weeks in the interior, including Lesotho.   

The other six months were spent travelling through Botswana, Namibia (Caprivi), Zambia, 

Malawi, Tanzania (including Zanzibar), Kenya and Zimbabwe – ten countries in all.  This 

route was carefully planned so that we only travelled north of the Zambezi in the winter 

months, which are dry, and relatively cool and bug-free.  

Typically, we tried to stay in one place for a few days in order to explore, get to know 

people and do some ‘road-school’ and editing work each morning.  When we found an 

unexpectedly lovely place, we stayed longer than planned. Our itinerary included many 

unplanned days so that we could be flexible and take interesting diversions. On travel days 

we tried to get away promptly and drive until mid-afternoon, typically around 350kms.  

We tried to avoid back-to-back days in the car or single night stops. 
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Why go? 
 

Time flies by, seemingly faster and 

faster.  In a blink Monday has become 

Friday, and January has become June, 

and you wonder where all the time 

went.  It is a common experience in the 

modern world.  No wonder people tell 

you, when your kids are small and cute, 

“enjoy them while you can, it all rushes 

by so fast” and “before you know it 

they’ll be leaving for university!” 

The truth is that diaries fill up.  As 

Westerners we raise our children in a 

nuclear family, and we work, and try to 

pursue interests, keep fit and join in 

the social whirl, through a constant 

juggling act of our numerous 

commitments.  The more cramped life 

becomes, the more it seems to rush by.  

Kids too are caught up in the whirlwind 

with little opportunity to connect to 

others, or their world.   

 

Rolling out of bed…into the magic. 

We tend to forget that all of us, and especially children, learn best through doing things 

with others - what psychologists call 'scaffold learning' and what underpins 

apprenticeship, the traditional way in which knowledge and skills are passed from one 

generation to the next.   We all played posting box with our toddlers because we knew it 
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was valuable. Yet, as our children grow, and enter formal ‘education’ we get stuck into 

other things. At what point do we pause to ask whether our children are building the 

emotional capacities and life-skills they will need to navigate this complex world? More 

and more evidence is emerging to show that it is in early and middle childhood that these 

abilities are formed. Amidst all the zooming about, not only can we forget the value of 

learning through collaboration and the value of everyday intimacy as a family, but the 

possibilities to encounter and work with new situations together are unwittingly time-

tabled out.  

Travelling showed us an antidote – a way to feel rooted in ourselves, to nurture our 

closest relationships and to learn through doing, under no pressure of time.  

We re-discovered natural rhythms. Waking with the sun and falling asleep under the stars 

is one of those basic anchors to our well-being that we've pulled against for a century or 

more, and to our detriment. The extension of the day through lighting, electronic media 

and simply being indoors cuts us off from darkness, real darkness. Camping gets us back to 

these basics. You cook, eat and wash-up by dusk, and there is nothing to do but absorb 

the stillness that descends as the stars appear.  

Tracking the movements of the constellations and planets became a familiar pleasure as 

our journey progressed. Six weeks after returning home, four-year-old Lorien shouts out 

"Look, there's the one who travels with us, the bright, bright star". The journey technically 

over, she continues to recognise and draw comfort from a constant in her universe. It is 

this connectivity with the natural world that travel enables. It is a moment to be “...so 

close to nature that everything you do is determined by her and each passing minute is 

felt rather than made use of”. (Ahdaf Soueif, The Map of Love, p 464) 

The press of ‘normal’ life can also reduce the space for your own inner child. Early on in 

our journey Roddy lost his diary and his watch.  He replaced neither, and you will not find 

them on the packing lists in the TAwK Handbook (see preface).  They are not necessary 

when you travel, at least not when you travel as we describe in this book.  Like kids, you 

live in the present moment, one rich in newness and experience.  You are no longer 

controlling time, ticking off your task list. Now life is bigger than you and you can wallow 

in it. 
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Learning together 
 

  

Getting to grips with human evolution at Olduvai Gorge, Kenya. 

First you visit the site where the intrepid Mary Leakey unearthed the 3.6 million-year-old 

Laetoli footprints. Next step the museum to find this replica of the footprints and artist’s 

impression of the australopithecine family who made them. The earliest bipeds on record! 

 

Too often education is assumed to mean schooling. Many teachers would be the first to 

encourage parents to regard their children’s ‘education’ not as the school's task alone, but 
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requiring opportunities to engage with the big wide world, alongside a deep involvement 

of family. 

There are many things to be learned when travelling together.  Some are ‘academic’. We 

followed a Steiner (Waldorf) curriculum in home-schooling our kids, and we took every 

opportunity to explore museums, archaeological sites etc.  We also chatted with our 

children in the car or out walking, discussing what we saw, and responding to their 

questions on everything from culture to geography.  We employed guides to lead us, often 

asking the questions we wanted the kids to think about. 

Naturally the children pick up the practical skills needed for travel and camping.  About 

what to do when the car gets stuck in mud, how to make a fire and cook supper on it, how 

to barter in a market, and how to communicate when no-one speaks the same language.  

These will count in the future, enabling them to adapt to new situations, to cross cultural 

barriers and to enjoy the wilderness. 

Travel also gives children an understanding of fundamental concepts used in geography, 

science, history and cultural studies. Because they can see stratification, peer down into 

the Great Rift Valley, walk around the volcano's rim, hold a stone-age hand axe, chat with 

a Maasai herdsman and fish off a dhow, these concepts take on a tangible reality. 

Suddenly children not only grasp the concepts but can engage and argue with how they 

are understood.   And deeper still, there is an emotional learning taking place. The 

confidence which comes from adventuring, the humility of being a visitor in a foreign land, 

the wisdom of being prepared and organised, and an instinctive connection to, and 

appreciation of, the intricate diversity of the natural world. 

Finally, there is nothing like travel to teach you about other people, including your own 

family.  It brings out the best and the worst in everyone.  Together you camp, explore, 

adventure and discover, the results of which are close bonds and stellar teamwork.  You 

depend on each other. And you play together.
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Can education get any better?  Learning to cook on Zanzibar Island 

The spicy flavours of Zanzibar have long 
enticed me. In Jambiani, a relaxed village on 
Zanzibar’s east coast, we made friends 
quickly and were soon learning how to create 
local delicacies. Coconut-crusted fish, spicy 
rice and spinach in coconut milk topped our 
list. Never before had I seen four young 
children devour a fishy meal with so much 
enthusiasm! 

We arrived at Sina’s house hot and sweaty 
after a morning exploring rock-pools and 
cycling along beaches (the smoothest 
thoroughfare in Jambiani).  Sina and her 
brothers, Okala and Haji, run a restaurant 
from their home. Haji greeted us, deftly 
whacking open two young coconuts with an 
enormous knife, slicing off the top – like a 
boiled egg – and giving the over-flowing cups 
to our daughters. What better way to begin 
our lesson in Zanzibari cuisine? 

Okala, former-fisherman now ardent 
conservationist, showed us how to fillet two 
fresh rabbit fish. Nudged by my conscience, I 
asked about fish stocks in the lagoon. 
“Dwindling”, he said “but not an irreversible 
situation if we can balance local livelihoods 
with the health of the coral reef.” (read 
about Okala’s project on GreatGuides.Org) 

We joined Sina on a palm mat, where she 
had laid out a few crucial utensils and her 
ingredients. Sina started by grating four half 
nazi (coconuts in the second edible stage of 
ripening). She was remarkably quick because 
she used the simple but ingenious buzi. 
Found in every Zanzibari household, a buzi is 
low wooden stool to which is attached a 
serrated tear-drop shaped blade. Even as  

 

novices we found it easy and fun to use – as 
was the deep wooden pestle and mortar for 
pounding a heady mixture of spices for the 
coconut-crusted fish and pilau rice (visit 
GreatGuides.Org for recipes). 

Watching our daughters’ attentive faces, I 
could see how utterly absorbed they were in 
the process. I had no prior intention that this 
should be ‘school-time’, but here was 
participatory learning unfolding before my 
eyes. Later that evening Sarita leapt to join 
me pounding cardamom and cloves for chai 
tea. I noticed how she mimicked Sina’s 
gestures, cupping her hand around the 
mortar to prevent the spices flying out.  

While the rice bubbled on the fire, Haji 
beckoned us outside to watch him weaving 
coconut palm fronds into panels. These were 
then tied together with rope made from 
coconut fibre to roof the restaurant. We took 
turns weaving, feeling the strength and 
pliability of the leaves, and realising again 
the significance of the coconut palm for daily 
life on Zanzibar.   Rachel

file:///E:/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Low/Downloads/www.greatguides.org
file:///E:/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Low/Downloads/www.greatguides.org
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Why Africa? 

Travel is about experiencing a different reality and Africa is an ideal continent to enable 

this.  What is commonplace in the developed world is scarce in Africa.  What is rare in the 

developed world is abundant in Africa.  Electricity, internet, shopping malls, fast roads and 

efficiency are rare in Africa.  Song, dance, laughter, vibrant colourful clothing, a genuine 

welcome, time to chat or watch the world go by…these you can hardly escape in Africa.  

Africa offers giant horizons, fabulous scenery and marvellous nature which thrill and 

overwhelm. You sense you are small, yet you have a place in a wonderful world.   

The magic is to travel at Africa’s pace.  People in Africa behave not as if they ‘have’ time or 

they can ‘make time’, but as if their continent owns it.  Time is abundant for Africans.  Our 

travelling companion, Jay, took an eleven week side-trip into Central and East Africa.  In 

that period he was taught all sorts of phrases to do with extended family relations (“how 

is your brother’s wife’s mother?”) and animals (“your cattle are more numerous than the 

stars in the sky”) and greetings – but he realised he was never taught, and never needed, 

any phrase concerning time.  In Africa things happen when there is a sense that everyone 

is ready and in agreement, not according to schedules.  The rush and pressure of life in the 

‘developed’ world is simply bizarre for most Africans and certainly unattractive.   

In many senses of the word, Africa is ‘essential’.  All evidence points to modern humans 

having evolved in Africa and it is here that our distant ancestry remained for hundreds of 

thousands of years.  Only superficial differences (like skin tone) have developed since we 

spread across the globe.  We are all Africans. 

Our minds and bodies evolved specifically for hunting and gathering in African conditions. 

Our feeling, and that expressed by many writers, is that if you allow yourself to be 

immersed in Africa, you experience a sense of connection. The distant horizons, the sweet 

smell of the bush, the cacophony and stillness of nature, a billion stars in the pitch black of 

night, the bigness of the sky and the landscapes; these thrill one at the deepest level.  

They provide a sense of well-being, of coming home.   

It is also true that African cultures, in their many forms, do still echo patterns that show 

continuity with our distant past.  There are still some hunter-gatherers.  There are many 

communities that subsist with simple technology, whose lives are firmly dedicated to 
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norms that our common ancestors would have recognised.  Relationships are deeply held, 

with an overriding loyalty to family and clan.  Decisions are made communally.  Age and 

gender define one’s identity.  Rituals are honoured, and traditional approaches used to 

build and harvest and solve problems.  Africa used to be called ‘primitive’.  But we would 

say it has held onto an essential humanity, even amidst urbanisation and change.    

Technology is spreading to the most remote spots.  It is striking to meet a Maasai warrior 

with a spear and a state of the art cell phone.  The cities are choked with traffic and the 

volume of people living in unplanned settlements is astounding.  Different languages, 

clothes and music reflect different influences and identities being forged in these young 

nations.   

We enjoyed meeting people and discussing their feelings about their traditions, what is 

changing for the better or for worse, and what they think of their governments.  

Our children were too young 

to engage with all the issues 

raised but they grasped a lot; 

why Kenya was having a 

referendum, what the Muslim 

call to prayer is all about.  And 

they asked a lot of questions, 

often seemingly 'out of the 

blue' during journeys.  

 

Whilst driving we tried to nurture their understanding of a nation’s history, picking up on 

themes like apartheid in South Africa, slavery on Zanzibar and colonialism in Zimbabwe.   

By pointing out the contrasts between rural and urban, rich and poor we explored how 

countries in Africa have been moulded and continue to change. Our daughters started to 

grasp what lay behind horrible exploitation, feats of immense courage and the building of 

democracies.  These basic lessons in sociology are easy to teach in Africa, where the 

contrasts are so extreme.   
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Good museums are rare in Africa and 

seldom compare to those in the developed 

world.  Indeed Africa seems little 

interested in preserving the past.   But, 

particularly in the fields of Anthropology 

and Archaeology, some sites have been 

partially opened to visitors.  Old Mission 

villages, like Livingstonia and Mua in 

Malawi, or fossil sites such as Olduvai 

Gorge, are well-maintained and offer 

guides and some visitor information.  

These places gave us a chance to explore 

history with our children – from Africa’s 

recent past right back to the origins of humankind.  If told as a story they grasped the 

concepts quickly.  We were quietly astounded when 4-year-old Lorien took us to a display 

and pointed out, with great accuracy, which tools were early, middle and late stone age. 

There were many opportunities to discuss the processes of nature with the kids.  From the 

coral islands of Zanzibar to the massive walls of the Great Rift Valley to the gorges of the 

Victoria Falls... these are dramatic examples of mighty natural and geological forces at 

work.  Wildlife too, of course, is spectacular in Africa.  How proud we were when Sarita 

casually remarked “did you hear the Fish Eagle this morning, Dad?”  Over the year of 

travel we learned a vast wealth of detail about wildlife and saw the stunning variety in 

various habitats.  Naturally this gave us a chance to talk about eco-systems and some of 

the debates about conservation.  The impact of water scarcity was obvious in some areas, 

and likewise the clearing of trees for charcoal and farming, leading to discussions about 

global climate change. 

For the parent who enjoys using visual cues to start a conversation and tease out ideas, 

Africa is a rich resource for teaching fundamental aspects of the natural world, culture and 

social change.  Moreover, if you travel for a good while, not rushing, but soaking up her 

scale and longevity, then Mother Africa will quietly touch you too.  
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“But what about...?”  Myths and fears about travel in Africa 

Travel in the developed world, or indeed the fast developing countries (like South Africa), 

does not entail the reality shift that the rest of Africa gives. By this very token, however, 

many people are put off. Precisely because it is not ‘developed’ and ‘modern’, we can feel 

insecure. The media rarely portray Africa except in a negative light – war, famine, 

despotism – making no effort to qualify the images and stories.  They do not explain that 

these things touch the lives of some in a particular region of a particular country in a vast 

and diverse continent. 

Roddy met a man in Cape Town who was leaving a cruise, explaining that while he would 

have liked to continue to Singapore, he was too frightened of sailing past Zimbabwe.  How 

a corrupt government in land-locked Zimbabwe would affect his cruise ship in the Indian 

Ocean was not clear to Roddy, but the idea terrified this man.  We have also had 

interesting conversations with people who were surprised to hear that there are not lions 

in the streets of Cape Town, that we do have electricity and that South Africa is a country 

and not a continent. 

Any true projection of the earth’s map shows Africa as a huge continent, big enough to   

accommodate the USA, Europe and China.  And of course, there are areas that are 

dangerous, or potentially so, and those with a high incidence of sickness and no medical 

facilities.  But this is certainly not true everywhere!  How many people know that the 

world’s fasting growing income per capita for three decades was Botswana, averaging 9% 

growth, thus enjoying a one hundredfold increase in GDP per capita since 1966?  

Choosing a route through Africa does require a basic knowledge of the continent.  We 

would not travel with kids through countries that have been in a state of war in recent 

years, for instance.  They are likely to have very bad infrastructure, lots of guns and 

unresolved tensions.  You may choose to steer clear of countries without a developed 

infrastructure (paved roads, hospitals, fuel stations, car dealers etc).  You may want to 

weigh up whether you want to be a tourist in a despotic country, or one where corruption 

and bribery are rife – not only because officials may be jumpy and irrational, but because 

of moral grounds.  
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The route we took is well-travelled and – as we write – unproblematic.  You just need to 

know a little bit about the conditions on the ground. For instance, in South Africa you are 

careful to lock your things away (crime), in East Africa you drive with extreme caution 

(unpredictable roads and fellow motorists), on the Zambezi river you watch out for 

mosquitoes (malaria), and in Zimbabwe you do not criticise the government publicly.  This 

is simply ‘Africa common sense’.  During our year on the road we stayed very healthy and 

had no serious problems. Our experience of the people we encountered – officials 

included – was almost invariably outstanding. 

Costs 
See the TAwK Handbook (details in preface) for examples of entrance fees, activity and 

accommodation costs. 

All told we spent almost exactly R200,000 (roughly $28,500) on our total costs for three 

adults and two children.  This sum excludes the capital costs of the car and caravan.  
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In the graphic on the previous page, the wedge titled ‘Zanzibar’ includes costs of 

accommodation, entrances and transport on the island for our 3 week stay. 

We bought a new vehicle for the journey (a Toyota costing R330,000 /$47,000) and the 

off-road Conqueror caravan (costing R155,000/$22,000).  On our return we sold the 

caravan for R150,000 (new ones had gone up to R180,000) and kept the car. 

The above does not include our private ‘medical aid’ which covered us in South Africa and 

for three months out of the country.  If you do not have this then your insurance costs 

would rise somewhat. 

Our accommodation costs were much reduced because we benefitted extensively from 

the generosity of friends and through accommodation provided in connection with our 

work in tourism and journalism (www.GreatGuides.Org). Unless you foresee similar 

arrangements, you would need to double the accommodation budget, and then multiply it 

by four times if you want to stay in hotels and lodges regularly.  Camping in established 

camp sites is typically between one fifth and one tenth the cost of using (basic) self-

catering accommodation. Costs drop further of course if you decide to ‘free camp’ in the 

bush, or in a village (seeking permission first and giving appropriately in appreciation). 

We found that children under four years are generally given free entry to museums, 

attractions and accommodation. Children aged 4 to 11 years are usually half price and 

those over 12 years pay full fare. 

The major portion of our entry costs were for national parks.  Details are in our TAwK 

Handbook (see preface).  If you spend more time in major game parks (like the Serengeti 

or Okavango) your entrance fees spiral up dramatically.   

Diesel costs varied substantially between countries, but averaged R7.9 per litre (just over 

$1).  We were fortunate that diesel prices were relatively low in 2010.  South African 

diesel was R7.60 per litre when we started and R8.40 at the end of the year.  On average, 

the cheapest fuel was in Botswana (R6.22) and Kenya (R6.51) and the most expensive in 

Malawi (R10.29) and Zambia (R9.57). 

For the rest, we ate vegetarian food and lived simply!   
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We took US $5,000 in cash, carefully tucked away in various hidey-holes.  Beyond South 

Africa, the dollar is the expected currency in most places.  In Zimbabwe it is used as the 

national currency, and available from ATMs.  It is important to carry plenty of smaller bills 

because change is rarely given, so you want to be able to pay bills exactly, as well as give 

tips.  Often older US bills are not acceptable in banks, and therefore elsewhere, because 

they have been so widely forged.  Be sure to have the most recent bills. 

When to travel and with whom 

We timed our trip carefully.  Our principle concern was to avoid the heat, rain, mud and 

bugs (plus the accompanying diseases, such as malaria) associated with summertime 

north of the Zambezi.  We spent September to April in countries south of the Zambezi 

(South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland, and most of Botswana, Zimbabwe and Namibia) and 

only ventured along the Zambezi and north (Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Kenya) in the 

‘winter window’ from the beginning of May to mid-September.  This, of course does not 

rule out the possibility of bugs, rain and mud... but it reduces their likelihood considerably 

and certainly served us well. 

Prospective travellers often fear their trip could be ruined by mechanical breakdowns, 

accidents, sickness, officials or bad roads.  If truth be told, it is more likely to be your own 

travelling companions who become your nightmare.  It may seem a great idea when 

someone says “why don’t I come along and give you a hand?” or “why don’t we do this 

together?”, but be very cautious.  Among other groups of travellers we met there was 

often an air of strained relations, whether on the overland trucks or among friends 

journeying together. 

Travelling with others does make sense: sharing costs, having extra pairs of hands to set 

up camp and more people around in an emergency.  Our advice is not to commit to 

travelling with anyone for more than two weeks.  This can keep rolling over if all is going 

well, but never let there be any expectation of being together for extensive periods. 

In our case, we travelled with a very mature and excellent young man, Jay Simpson, for 

almost all the trip.  But we agreed that for everybody’s well-being, we would go in 

different directions for eleven weeks in the middle of our year on the road.  
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It is recommended that one does not travel extensively with children under four.  This 

includes your own!  If friends offer to join you with their very young children, we suggest 

you politely decline.  In their early years, children face increased health risks and seem to 

thrive in a secure, predictable environment and routine.  Some sense of empathy with 

others’ needs is important when travelling and developmental psychologists will tell you 

this begins around four years.  Long journeys and constant change will place huge 

demands on the child, as well as their parents and siblings.  

Friends who have done a similar, shorter journey with children aged six to thirteen told us 

that their eldest struggled to adapt to being on the road. In early adolescence the peer 

group starts to become very important, meaning that the wrench away from friends can 

be hard. Older children may worry that they are missing important stages of schooling, 

not to mention their social lives! That said, we also know a couple who took their fifteen 

year old boy on a six month African journey who, while reluctant to leave, was soon 

describing it as the best decision his parents had ever made. The experiences gave him life 

skills and an inner confidence that he brought back to school, and which bolstered his 

academic performance. We would not rule out travel with teenagers, but advise being 

prepared for a negative reaction to the idea and thinking hard about how best to resource 

them emotionally, socially and educationally as you travel.  

Between the ages of four and about twelve children will experience travelling as one big 

adventure. Our daughters, aged four and six years, blossomed.  It is worth saying, 

however, that children of all ages need a happy environment and very positive interaction 

with their parents.  If your home life is strained and difficult, think hard before you 

embark on a family journey.  It could be that you find a new and happier life together.  But 

if the family tensions continue when you are stuck so close together, it could make 

matters worse. 
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Parties without borders: Celebrating Zaza’s 6th birthday in Ingwavuma, South Africa. 

Our girls relished the open-hearted welcome we found in homes, schools and campsites. 

Kids need kids. As much as our two loved being together they were ecstatic when we met 

up with other children.  They made new friends in campsites and amongst families we 

knew on our route.  Our kids also adore the company of wider family. Some of our most 

special moments were those shared with relatives and close friends who joined us for 

short sections of the trip. 

Finally, if you have one child, think hard about how to make the trip work well for all of 

you. One writer commented that the loneliest boy she ever met was one travelling “on his 

parents’ dream adventure”. Our daughters thrived because they had each other.  The 

depth of their relationship now, and probably for the rest of their lives, is largely due to a 

year spent on the road together. If you have one child, hooking up with another family for 

at least part of the journey could be wise.    
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What's in it for children?  

In the months prior to our departure several friends asked why we were making such a 

major journey when our children were still very young: "They'll have a great time, but they 

won't remember it" we would hear, the implication being that the reason to travel is to 

create particular memories, and that children are incapable of doing this, or of benefitting 

in any other way.  

Were they right?...We sometimes wondered, as we edged closer to departure.  As it 

turned out, we need not have feared.  Not only did the memories lodge, crystal clear and 

repeated with wonder, but something deeper also took place.  

Have you ever noticed that it is easier to let go of old habits in new places? Short holidays 

give us a taste of such possibilities but there is rarely time for new ways of being to 

replace the old. For ages I had wanted to be able to play with my children - to really play, 

entering their games, sharing their spirit of adventure and taking their lead. Finally, on this 

year-long trip, I did: I climbed trees, hung out on jungle gyms, made dens in the bush, and 

waited to ambush...my husband. Not only 

was this huge fun, but I discovered that I 

could be a buddy to my girls, as well as mom 

and teacher.  

Arriving home, we were often told how our 

daughters’ eyes shone, and several close 

friends remarked on a quiet inner confidence 

in both girls.  They quickly attributed these 

qualities to our year's travel, noting that the 

experience would stand them in good stead 

for the rest of their lives. 

  

Holding hands and confident to stroll through 

the narrow alleys of Stonetown, Zanzibar. 
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Getting ready 

This chapter should be read with the TAwK handbook (see preface).  There you will find 

lists of all the kit we took and why, followed by notes on necessary documentation. 

Most travellers are eager to share their experiences and anyone preparing for a journey 

can make full use of this enthusiasm. Ask those who have recently been on your route all 

the questions that are niggling, and if they don't know the answer they'll point you in the 

direction of someone who does. Websites and magazines, whether for the 4x4 or general 

independent travel market, are good sources of information, as are travel books.   

Give yourself time.  We began planning our journey in 2007, almost three years before we 

left.  The lead-up meant we had many useful conversations, often quite by chance.  We 

met a man in his 60s who had just driven to Nairobi and back.  At the time we were 

weighing up whether we really needed a 4x4, or whether we could get away with a big 

2x4.  I asked, “what did you drive?” He replied, “a Fiat Uno”, which is akin to a cardboard 

box with a small engine.  He had had no problem at all.  That conversation saved us a lot 

of money! 

A couple of years being Africa-minded gave us time to read and research everything from 

vehicles and equipment to route planning.  Remember you will be ‘tour guide’ for your 

kids.  Africa is truly fascinating and you will probably find yourself enthralled learning all 

the things you want to tell your kids.   

It also took time to put together a massive stock of stories and music for the trip ipod (we 

took 18GB!) and some fun apps for the phone, like ones of the constellations in the 

southern night sky.  Some friends advised us to consider ‘video screens’ for the children so 

they could watch DVDs in the car. Never having owned a TV ourselves, this went against 

the grain and we feared it would cut our children off from the rest of us, and what was 

happening around them. Instead, we pulled together a large and varied music collection, 

and selected classic stories (Roald Dahl’s collection and Winnie the Pooh amongst others) 

read by stellar actors. Listening to these helped us all enjoy the car rides, and brought us 

closer.  
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It is best to have decided the approximate route and time period of your journey at least 7 

months before you want to set off, so that you have time for immunisations (see medical 

section below) and to make final decisions about your vehicle, equipment and 

accommodation options.  Drawing up a schedule of what needs to be done in the 6 

months before departure is vital for keeping on track. 

We took a ‘test run’ into the Kalahari three months before departure.  We came back with 

32 things that needed to be sorted out on the brand new caravan, such as sealing up the 

gaps where dust came in.  After this trip we knew the capabilities of our vehicles, what the 

children could cope with, and we had a clear sense of what we wanted to take and what 

we could leave behind on our ‘big trip’. 

Beware of a pre-departure rush.  There will be a lot to do.  You will be sorting out who will 

look after your house and post box, thinking about storing all your valuables, meeting 

obligations due when you are away (like tax returns), making sure all your data is backed 

up and ensuring that you will have access to vital information whilst travelling.  You may 

need to re-write your will. All this takes weeks, and is best done over months. 

Our situation was especially complicated because we sold our house, bought a car, moved 

between two house-sits and celebrated Christmas and New Year…all in the three weeks 

before we left.  That was really stressful.  It took more time than the doctor expected to 

source a few medical items.  We also decided to get all our tax returns done in the days 

before departure.... which of course took longer than planned.  We finally left four days 

later than scheduled! Aim to be completely ready to go five days before departure, and 

remember that getting ready to go is a full time job.   

The ideal, therefore, is to be highly organised in the months before you leave, but not to 

over-plan the trip itself.  Your trip should give space for spontaneity, and eventualities like 

a breakdown or sickness or discovering a wonderful place where you’d like to linger, or a 

project you want to support (see next section on voluntary work).  Booking far ahead 

creates pressure, so is best avoided.   
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Voluntary work 

We worked through ideas of doing voluntary service or journalism en route.  Having run 

volunteer programmes in South Africa we know how much volunteers can gain by having 

a greater purpose and intent to their journey. What ultimately emerged from our 

thoughts was research and videography that became the basis of a web-based publishing 

project:  www.GreatGuides.Org.  If you want to find a ‘purpose’ for the journey it will take 

time to research and network.  ‘Voluntourism’ is a problematic concept, often serving the 

desires of volunteers but demanding time and energy from host organisations.  

However, if you have a humble attitude, useful skill, and you can give a substantial period 

of time to an organisation, this would certainly deepen and enrich your experience of 

Africa, and hopefully you can bring skills or labour to bear that will contribute more than 

the inevitable disruption you cause.  You might, therefore, consider planning a block of 

time with an organisation as part of your trip (at least a month). You may stumble across a 

project whilst you are travelling that would welcome your help, so having the freedom to 

stick around is good.  Jay, our travel companion, spent two weeks making videos with an 

NGO in Malawi that we got to know (watch these on www.GreatGuides.Org).   

Remember that with any NGO or community based organisation there are always 

‘personalities’ and ‘issues’ that lurk beneath first appearances.  Don’t be romantic about 

any organisation or community.  With this in mind it is unwise to get caught up in internal 

affairs or take on a position of authority or responsibility.  Keep everything very clear from 

the start and do not become over-committed.  Ideally support them with a discrete 

project, as Jay did through video production. 

Where in Africa? 

We provide a more detailed overview of the ten countries we visited in the TAwK 

Handbook that accompanies this book (found on www.GreatGuides.Org). There is no 

doubt that southern Africa is the easiest part of Africa in which to travel, and will probably 

remain so for the foreseeable future.  We found East Africa more demanding, but with 

several highlights, and we discuss these two regions further in the pages ahead.  
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We would not take children into north eastern Africa (regions between northern Kenya 

and the pyramids) because of banditry, although parts of Ethiopia could be the exception 

if you fly in.  Parts of Central Africa can be dangerous, corrupt and chaotic.  West Africa 

from Angola all the way up to Mauritania has severe problems of corruption, poor 

infrastructure and occasional violence.  At the time of writing, the spreading civil wars 

make North Africa a no-go zone but the situation may stabilise.    

At this point it is worth re-stating that Africa is vast… just because there are problems in 

one region should not stop you from enjoying another.  There is no way corrupt border 

officials in West Africa will affect you in southern Africa!  Nor should civil war in the Sudan 

stop you visiting Kenya.  Our advice therefore is to travel in the countries of southern 

Africa and East Africa, where we had very few problems and much to enjoy.   

Questions are often raised about Zimbabwe, and countries which in future may fall into 

desperate times…Should they be avoided? A government like the Apartheid government 

in South Africa was susceptible to boycotts such as tourism because it cared about 

international opinion and was supported by the business class.  A regime like Mugabe’s 

does not care two hoots about the opinions of tourists.  And the Zimbabwean 

Government’s control of mines, businesses and land means that there is little economic 

incentive to keep the tourism industry alive.  But by visiting the country you will make a 

difference to those whose livelihood depends on tourism who are trying to survive and 

remain optimistic for the future.  And, assuming conditions are peaceful, you will enjoy 

the wonders of the country. 

Southern Africa overview 
For more detail please see the country discussions in the TAwK Handbook (see preface). 

 

Much of South Africa has first world infrastructure, including excellent roads, hospitals 

and services.  The neighbouring countries like Botswana and Namibia are sparsely 

populated but well managed, with good infrastructure and can be easily explored.  The 

small countries of Swaziland and Lesotho are both easily accessible from South Africa.  

Many routes through Lesotho involve high mountain passes on rough roads, for which you 

will need the right vehicle. Mozambique is poor and much of it inaccessible, but the 

coastline is well known to travellers and if you are fairly well equipped then it is an 
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attractive country.  Zambia’s infrastructure has been much improved thanks to Chinese 

aid – we were pleasantly surprised by how easy it was to travel through, but the 

attractions are very far apart by road.   Malawi is a gem – it is small and crowded but very 

friendly and easy to travel around, with plenty of attractions. 

 

Zimbabwe’s road infrastructure remains good and it has a wealth of wonderful areas to 

visit.  Electricity and clean water are often unavailable (except in areas where politicians 

live), although the shops were full and fuel could be bought when we were there.  If it is 

stable, then do visit, but be equipped with extra water/fuel and be careful not to offend 

officials or take photographs of anything that is not a typical tourist attraction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Great Zimbabwe demonstrates the astonishing craftsmanship of Africa. 
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Safaris and children

I first met Paul Moleseng through my work in 
tourism and immediately warmed to him (see 
GreatGuides.Org). Arriving in Maun, Botswana, I 
asked Paul if he would take our daughters out for 
an afternoon.  Paul specialises in safaris for 
children in the Okavango and Kalahari.  He took 
the kids along a river – “what can you see across 
the water?”  They peered into the trees and then 
caught sight of the slight, silent movements of 
giraffe among the boughs, then elephants, 
massive and grey but hidden among the branches. 
“And what about up there?”  Ah yes, an eagle in 
its nest!  “And there?” Nothing, until the bubbles 
of a hippo rose to the surface! 
 
Good safari guides are simply unbelievable.  They 
seem to have a sixth sense about where animals 
can be seen. Paul took the kids across to a termite 
mound. He showed them how to gently put a stick 
down the holes and draw out termites, just as a 
chimpanzee would do.  Given time, Paul would 
have helped them make their own bow and arrow, 
make fire, and explained a myriad uses of plants. 

On GreatGuides.Org listen to a story by John 
Stevens, describing how he taught a boy to track, 
and encounter a rhino.  John’s love of children 
comes through so strongly.  Most of the top 
guides were out there as kids, sometimes teaching 
themselves how to survive in the bush, and they 
love to share their skills with children.  A guide in 
Zimbabwe, Ian Harmer, took us within a few yards 
of rhino.  The rhino family in this Matopo 
sanctuary have grown up knowing Ian.  In Kenya a 
guide at Crater Lodge took us walking among 
Maasai Giraffe, and it was truly spectacular to be 
on foot with these creatures towering over us.   

You may have caught the emphasis here... that it 
is on foot with a good guide that you often have 
the most ‘spiritual’ experiences of Africa.  It is one 
thing to see a giraffe from a vehicle, totally 
another to stand beneath one.     

 

Our younger child studied the spotting books 
endlessly and knew the animals in astonishing 
detail. Yet she showed surprisingly little interest 
when we encountered animals in the car.  On foot, 
of course, was a different matter.  

The value of reserves like Mlilwane Sanctuary in 
Swaziland is the absence of predators.  Even 
without a guide you can walk or bike among 
magnificent antelope.  With young children, 
therefore, we suggest you concentrate on parks 
where you can get out of the car.  Do, of course, 
include wonderful ‘Big 5’ reserves like the Chobe, 
with its predators, wild dog and vast elephant 
herds, but do not be surprised if younger kids are 
less entranced than you expected.  They will need 
to move their bodies and stretch their legs, so 
beware of ‘all day’ safaris. 

If you can afford it, find a really top children’s 
guide and go out, ideally camping, into the wilds. 
The guide will take care of your safety, and give 
your children a life-transforming experience of the 
wilderness. Not only do such experts spot the un-
spottable, they bring alive the whole 
interconnected ecosystem, from butterflies to 
dung beetles to the bark of Baobabs. 

Roddy 
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East Africa overview 
For more detail please see the country discussions in the TAwK Handbook (see preface). 
 

We visited Kenya and Tanzania.  

Uganda’s roads are variable (requiring 

a robust vehicle) but Rwanda’s are now 

excellent. Being amongst gorillas in the 

wild is often a highlight, but is 

extremely expensive.   Burundi is 

presently ‘off limits’ due to recurring 

violence. 

Zanzibar was wonderful.  We avoided 

the resorts and rented a house in a 

village (Jambiani) for a few weeks of 

heaven, snorkelling in the lagoon and 

getting to know the village.   Stone 

Town was fascinating too.  Coming half 

way through our year’s journey, we 

valued the chance to leave the vehicles 

behind and relax on the beach. 

Below Zanzibar’s warm lagoon our daughters  

discovered a whole new world of ocean life. 

  

Both Tanzania and Kenya are famous for huge national parks with vast herds of animals.  

The impressive golden plains and the mountains and lakes of the Rift Valley are certainly 

memorable.   The experience is very different from southern Africa and the scale grander.   

Parks in East Africa, however, are very expensive (often $70 per person per day) relative 

to southern Africa.  This would feel acceptable if the roads and facilities in the parks were 

maintained, but they can be awful.  The national roads are OK, but the driving is not, and 

the secondary roads can be terrible.  Large trucks and coaches move fast and recklessly.  

The evidence of burned out vehicles by the side of the road brings home the danger.  
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Traffic in the major cities (like Nairobi and Dar es Salaam) can be truly awful, largely 

because rules of the road are often flouted through frustration.  

Chatting to people we heard numerous stories of astounding political corruption.  The 

prevailing feeling was that East Africa is ill-served by its leaders. Between the roads, the 

very busy urban areas and the politics, it felt quite intense. 

One way to ease the intensity is to spend good chunks of time in simple, affordable 

campsites in beautiful spots, and/or to splash out on the occasional night of luxury at a 

lodge or guesthouse. Most of our strongest memories come from our time in East Africa: 

Spectacular scenery, plentiful wildlife and rich cultural diversity.  

Choosing overnight stops  

Do we have to camp or are there other options? The short answer is, it depends where 

you are. Within South Africa there are ample guesthouses and B&Bs that typically cost five 

to ten times more per head than a spot on a campsite.  Beyond South Africa the quality 

and availability of accommodation is patchier. Sometimes the campsites are preferable; 

we overheard folk complaining of damp, smelly rooms and were glad to be sleeping al 

fresco! And if benighted, or stopped by flooding (as we were a couple of times), there is 

no option but to ‘free camp’.  This was not a problem – in fact it was a delight, because 

the caravan gave us self-sufficiency. Knowing that you have everything you need takes the 

anxiety out of unexpected adventures, or of breaking down.  

Camping not only gave us independence and made the trip affordable, it was also a 

matter of preference for us...to bond as a family, to be closer to nature and interact with 

communities.  Hotels can feel soul-less by comparison. 

Campsites in South Africa typically have large, super-clean ablutions, jungle-gyms, a pool, 

braai areas (BBQ), electricity, clean water and a kitchen for use in bad weather.   We 

stayed at some resorts with the glorious additions of water slides, huge pools heated by 

thermal springs, tennis courts, riding and walking trails. None could be described as busy!  

Although such set-ups make for happy kids and easy parenting, it can be difficult to meet 

a diverse spectrum of people. The security fences that are so common in South Africa will 

certainly surround luxury campsites. And you won’t find local residents inside, unless they 
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are staff. Your camping companions will be middle-class, urban South Africans and 

foreigners. 

As you go north things change.  We were oblivious to the unknown delight waiting to be 

discovered north of South Africa: Campsites attached to lodges. You pay campsite rates 

for your stand and ablutions, and have the same access to lodge facilities as guests in 

rooms.  Perfect! Swimming pools, a bar, squashy sofas and coffee-table books...such 

comforts feel luxurious to campers. How fabulous to set up the laptop on a deck in the 

treetops, working to birdsong with a cold beer at the elbow. And for those 'road-

schooling', to swim between lessons, delve into wildlife books and chat to friendly guides. 

If you feel like a treat, excursions and meals are of course available at an extra cost.  

 

What else could a girl want after a ten-hour, 500km drive through Zambia? 

Everywhere we went north of South Africa we found this lodge/camping arrangement.  

Lodges are invariably built in lovely locations. The camping side is usually cheap and basic. 

But if you are well equipped that is fine.  We found the staff open, friendly, and curious 

about our family adventure. Sticking around for a few days (up to 10 sometimes!) meant 

we could build friendships, out of which came invitations to cook together, or visit homes 

in local communities.  
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Beyond tourist areas you will not find such lodges, and certainly not all lodges offer 

camping facilities.  We found a mixture of low-key friendly community camp-sites and 

more jacked-up places.  We enjoyed the variety and not once did we arrive to find a 

campsite full - in fact we were often the only people around.  We never booked ahead, 

although in peak holiday season in South Africa this would be advisable.  

 

The caravan was a haven for play – our winter kit became ‘dressing-up’. 

Some sites are regular stopovers for Overlander trucks and it is worth working out where 

they are likely to pitch, before selecting your site. Joining the late-night singing round the 

campfire is always fun, but you may prefer something more peaceful. We always felt that 

our daughters were safe exploring the camping areas (within earshot) on their bikes. 

While preparing our trip we wondered how to balance a spirit of adventure with the sense 

of security that home offers. Having raised our daughters with a routine, albeit a flexible 

one, we questioned how we would all fare in journey-mode. As it turned out, moving and 

living as a family team provided the constant, a foundation from which Sarita and Lorien 

could readily adapt to each new place. The caravan was a bonus in giving the girls a 

familiar ‘home’ to retreat and play, but it was the togetherness and the slow pace that 

were the key.  
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What works for children? 

“Wow mummy, look, they really thought 
about children here!” was a frequent 
exclamation as we pulled into camp to find a 
pool, intriguing pathways into the bush or a 
communal campfire. Hot springs prompted 
squeals of delight. Our daughters could have 
graded each site according to its accessibility 
and interest-value to children.    Even those 
boasting only a rusty climbing frame or a 
'fairy forest' (any patch of enticing bush, 
lakeshore or hidden spot under a tree) were 
paradise for their fertile imaginations. 

A toss-up at departure, our decision to take 
the children’s bikes proved a good one. 
Almost all campsites had tracks they could 
explore on bikes giving them the immediate 
exercise and fun needed after a long car 
journey. Needless to say they had frequent 
punctures from thorns, but if our repair 
efforts failed there was always someone 
nearby who could help.  We also took straps 
that we strung, in parallel, between trees 
and the kids enjoyed doing acrobatics.    

Arriving in community campsites we would 
put some reggae on the car stereo or bring 
out a beach ball. Seconds later our girls and 
the local kids were stuck into soccer or catch.   

 

Often we set off exploring the area with an 
assortment of children eager to show us their 
fields and crops.  We looked for farms 
offering camping, and joined the milking (no 
machines, all by hand!), cheese-making or 
bread-baking. One farm had crocodiles, and 
we fed them using a very long stick!    

Rachel

 

 
Pausing gives time for the magic to happen.  Sometimes a three night stop turned into 

ten.  We strongly recommend flexibility.  Nothing can replace time to explore the details, 

dig deeper, befriend local guides, map the area with your kids, cook with new-found 

friends, press flowers, get the sketch pad out...or whatever your idea of creativity and 

relaxation is. Such pauses give space for personal reflection and good conversation – being 

on the road stimulates more than we can anticipate!  
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Knowing when to leave 

Our GPS once directed us to a campsite in the 
Caprivi that was a hidden gem. Pitching 
camp under a statuesque camel thorn tree, 
we had the entire riverbank to ourselves 
complete with several dripping lemon trees 
and granadilla vines. Our girls quickly 
discovered a pathway leading to the lodge, 
with all the delights that it offered, and we 
settled in.  

Each morning Roddy and Jay headed to the 
lodge to edit audio projects for 
GreatGuides.Org, on a terrace with coffee on 
tap.  We three girls were happily stuck into 
'road-school' under the shade of our big tree. 
Hippos grunted below us. 

 

On day three we noticed that the pair of grey 
loeries (known as  'go-away birds') that had 
been squawking loudly at the top of the tree, 
were descending lower and protesting loudly 
when the guys returned for lunch. By day six 
they were boldly hopping amongst the 
schooling kit, and we realised that their ever 
noisier “go away! go away!” screeches were 
warning us of ‘intruders’!  

Clearly, we were well and truly incorporated 
into the fauna of this riverbank...a privilege 
we relished until our tenth morning when we 
found the local ant colony had moved their 
nest into the handlebars of Sarita's bike. 
Time to move on…  

Rachel

 

Building in some luxury nights gives everyone a break from the camp set-up, and a chance 

to be spoilt. For parents, there's an opportunity of a 'dinner date' as lodges or resorts have 

babysitters. And if you do some research, you can find options in beautiful wilderness 

areas that are geared up for children.  Play areas, activity rooms, pool toys and even face-

painting by the manager were treats we encountered.  If you can afford it, we suggest you 

build in one night of luxury a month.   To really make it count we advise camping nearby 

the nights before and after.  Luxury lodges are welcoming places and are happy to have 

guests turn up early and leave late.  A one night stay can be 30 hours of heaven!  If you 

cannot afford to stay overnight, go for lunch and enjoy the decor, service and setting.  Or 

arrange to go out with one of their guides on a day trip. 

What about the mid-range?  In South Africa there are some excellent guesthouses and 

B&Bs, offering style and service uncommon in such accommodation in other parts of the 

world.  It is worth trying to find some special ones to add diversity to your experience.  

However, this is not the case elsewhere in Africa where places often lack either style or 

service, but still dig into your budget.  So we adopted a strangely schizophrenic approach, 
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to camp most of the time, which brings you into contact with people and the great 

outdoors, and occasionally go 5 star! It was a fun mixture, being sometimes gypsies and 

sometimes royalty. 

Staying with people is often the first prize.  Many of our nights were spent camping on a 

driveway of new friends, and this vastly enriched our experience.   We would bring a 

bottle of wine and offer to cook – both were equally welcomed. Pitching up with little 

introduction and preparing a meal in someone’s kitchen is perfectly acceptable. People in 

Africa, of all cultural backgrounds, are very open and hospitable.  They often have time 

and large properties, and an admirable attitude of wishing to share bonhomie with friends 

of friends.  Don’t be afraid to write ahead to any contacts you have.   

In Zanzibar we rented a house.  We intended to stay two weeks, and it became three. 

Renting allows you to settle in, shop locally and get to know people. Folk would drop in, 

often to befriend, offer a local delicacy and pass the time of day.  A warm response, even 

if you do not want to buy, can build friendships that open doors into the richest of 

experiences – a walk to a hidden waterfall, a fishing trip on a dhow.  

The final point to add is that the cost of accommodation should be weighed up against the 

cost of excursions with a local expert.  We preferred to spend our cash on a day with an 

exceptional guide and return to a campsite, than to sleep in a 3 star hotel. 

Planning your journey 

It is good to have an itinerary, but it is better to allocate blocks of time in an area and a list 

of possible attractions, rather than a rigid day-to-day schedule.  This is not to say that your 

itinerary should not be deeply researched and carefully thought through, but that it is a 

resource for your travels rather than a strict plan to be followed.  Be very conscious that 

your ‘itinerary’ can and will change and give yourself the freedom to take a left turn on a 

whim.   Having a well-researched itinerary will help you gauge when your whim will take 

too much time in the context of all you wanted to do that lies ahead.  If you are planning 

to stay somewhere that must be booked, don’t confirm it until as late as possible. 

Your particular circumstances, time-frames and interests will influence your choice of 

route and destinations. We do not offer a route plan, but the following points may be 

helpful. 
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In planning our itinerary we looked for variety and balance. Certainly we did not want to 
go from one game park to another. We recommend planning a variety of experiences that 
include: 
 

 Places where you can walk, swim or ride bikes 

 Historic towns and museums 

 ‘Cultural villages’ and (even better) local art, craft and concerts 

 Village life 

 People – young and old, and time to connect 

 Game Parks 

 Animal sanctuaries 

 Different environments:  lakes, mountains, sea, forests, deserts 

 ‘Wow-factor’ scenery where you can read the geology 
 

Helpful for us in keeping our stress-levels down were:  

 Avoiding  very long journeys, especially on bad roads 

 Minimising time in unfamiliar urban environments 

 Being well prepared for what lay ahead, but flexible should the unexpected arise  

 Having ready all the paperwork needed for borders and eventualities 

 Carrying what we needed (and no more!) 

 As a family, working out a simple packing system 
 

We have emphasised the importance of ‘being’ and not rushing when travelling.  If you 

have one month, for instance, why not spend that in Cape Town and the surrounds? There 

is more than enough to do.  If you have two months then the Western Cape Province 

(Cape Town, the Cederberg, Garden Route, Route 62 and maybe Addo Elephant Park) 

would certainly provide a wealth of experiences, without loading yourselves with the need 

to travel long distances.  You will not be ‘missing out’ on the rest of South Africa. On the 

contrary, you will be going deeper by concentrating on a single region.   Beware the 

temptation of ‘tick box’ travel. 

For any period up to 4 months then we recommend one of two options. The first is South 

Africa, especially the coast, with Lesotho and Swaziland. The second is Cape Town, 

Namibia and Victoria Falls. Both are spectacular options, although the first offers more 

cultural diversity, and the second is probably stronger on scenery and wildlife.  
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If you have six months then a journey around southern Africa becomes attractive, perhaps 

in a circle including the coast of South Africa, Namibia, northern Botswana and down 

through Zimbabwe. A side trip to Mozambique is an option.   

Remember you do not have to end in the same place you start, so Johannesburg and Cape 

Town are two obvious points of entry or departure. 

If you have six months or more then consider adding Zambia (South Luangwa) and Malawi  

to a southern African journey. The long drive from northern Malawi to Dar es Salaam 

opens the possibility of time on Zanzibar, then you could head into the famous safari parks 

of northern Tanzania, Kenya, or even Uganda.    

Some tips:  

 The overland companies always show the routes they use in their brochures and 

website.  With a little sleuthing you can usually also work out from the 

descriptions exactly where they stay.  You may wish to avoid overland groups, but 

it is very useful to know the ‘highlights’ they include plus the accommodation 

options on their chosen routes. 

 Tracks for Africa (T4A) GPS maps list accommodation and highlights in the most 

unlikely places.  These are very handy, although be warned that information can 

be out of date. Or you may need a 4x4 to get there.  Likewise spend time on 

websites like 4x4forum.co.za and read travel blogs.  

 As you travel, talk to everyone you meet in the campsites about their highlights, 

the roads and where to stay.  You will make new friends too, and hear some tall 

stories. 

 Most Wildlife Reserves charge on a 24 hour basis.  Some, like Chobe, insist that all 

campers are out of the park by 11am.  Before you go, research the system, and 

costs of entry and camping. They vary enormously!  Sometimes camping inside 

the park offers good value for money, because it lets you use the full 24 hours of 

your entry, and allows you to enjoy parts of the park beyond the range of day 

visitors.  But sometimes there are high camping fees and it is better to camp just 
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on the edge of the park and be ready to go in at sunrise – our strategy in the 

Masai Mara! 

 Young children will soon feel cooped up if you spend hours driving around safari 

reserves.  It is worth researching the campsites, hides and lodges open to the 

public where you can stop for a leg stretch.  Have snacks to hand and 

entertainments lined up as needed.  The hours around dawn and dusk are the 

best times to be out spotting. You are unlikely to see many of the ‘big animals’ 

between 10am and 4pm as they retreat into the shade. 

Choosing a vehicle 

What you want to drive, and sleep in, will of course depend on how many you are, the age 

of your kids, how quickly you want to move, the kinds of environment you want to stay in 

and your budget.  Comfort is a primary factor – do not do the hair-shirt thing on the basis 

that you should all 'toughen up for Africa'.  Our other criteria in choosing the vehicle were 

strength, reliability, fuel efficiency and extra-seating.   

If it is not your intention to take off down unknown back roads or drive over dunes, think 

about whether you really need a 4x4, especially if you are buying new. The costs are dizzy 

– both of purchase and fuel!  Driving a 2x4 and towing some form of trailer might be the 

most practical option if you intend to stick to the major roads and need to take enough kit 

to keep a family well supplied, safe and comfortable.  

We settled on a 2x4 with good clearance and a ‘diff-lock’ (allowing you to lock an axle to 

stop one wheel spinning) and it did us proud.  We used the diff lock in sandy, muddy and 

steep conditions.  It works extremely well.  Sometimes we needed sand tracks too (see the 

TAwK Handbook, details in the preface), but any 4x4 can become stuck in slippery 

conditions and need sand tracks.  

On one occasion, turning back from the flooded Makgadikgadi Pans, we watched 

enviously as two well-equipped 4x4s headed further on.  We later heard that both had got 

stuck a short distance from where we had turned.  It took them 24 hours to help each 

other out.  The great thing about having a 2x4 is that you do not venture too far... 
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Getting un-stuck using sand tracks in the Makgadikgadi Pans, Botswana. 

We were content to stick to ‘major’ roads (massive pot-holes often included).  If our kids 

had been older we would have been very tempted to explore wilder places, especially in 

northern Botswana (Savuti, Linyanti and Chobe). This is definitely 4x4 country.  Do not 

underestimate the difficulty of some of these roads, especially towing a caravan or big 

trailer.  One friend passed a caravan identical to ours in the Savuti, abandoned in the 

middle of a sand road with a broken axle.  The roads of the Serengeti have also been 

known to break the axles of 4x4 vehicles, and outlying parts of most African countries will 

test even the strongest vehicles, not to mention the endurance of everyone inside them. 

Many adventurous travellers seem to take pride in recounting epic tales of repeatedly 

fixing their ancient vehicle in the middle of nowhere.   But with kids on board and little 

mechanical know-how, we did not fancy this.  We wanted a vehicle with a reputation for 

reliability, that was either brand new or had very low-mileage, and was supported by a 

dealership network in our destination countries, ideally with a ‘rescue’ guarantee. 
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African towns typically have people who are very adept at mending cars. All you need to 

do is ask around.  There are, however, some points to bear in mind.  How are you going to 

get to them if you break down in an outlying area?  They will almost certainly not have 

spares and if your vehicle is a modern one with ‘computer control’, which applies to 

almost all new 4x4s, they have not a hope of fixing it (many people feel it is better to 

travel with an old vehicle in Africa, which can be fixed, rather than expensive modern 

4x4s, which can, and do, break-down irrevocably).  Hence the value of support from a 

network of dealerships that can diagnose problems and get necessary spares. 

In South Africa there are plenty of dealerships, and the AA or private companies can tow 

you to them.  But further north both aspects become scarcer. The AA is not represented, 

or has very limited services, in most African countries.  Vehicle makes like VW, so common 

in South Africa, disappear from the roads further north.  Toyota, Land Rover and 

occasionally Mitsibushi were the only brands we saw north of the Zambezi.  We settled on 

Toyota with its own ‘rescue’ plan to get us towed from anywhere in Africa to the nearest 

dealer, and to honour the guarantees applicable to a new vehicle.  No other make of car 

(including Land Rover) could offer this.  For the record, our Toyota Fortuner was totally 

faultless and a gem of a car. 

We chose a diesel, for greater power, fuel efficiency and availability.  Beware of vehicles 

that need ‘low sulphur’ diesel. It was not available.  

Kingsley Holgate, the veteran of many expeditions through Africa, says that the one thing 

you need in Africa is an extra seat...Giving lifts to people met en route, and fitting in those 

relatives and old friends of your own who decide to join you, are invaluable assets on a 

long journey.  The Fortuner has two fold down seats at the back allowing us room for 

seven people.  The children quickly christened the car ’Tuna’. 
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Finding Vagabond  

It seems crazy, looking back, how many 

options of mobile accommodation we 

considered.  We gave serious thought to a 

motorhome because we felt it would offer 

our daughters the greatest sense of ‘home’ 

while on the move.  Then we realised that a 

motorhome has little storage space and is 

already close to its maximum legal weight on 

the chassis.  Any significant extra weight, like 

fuel and water, would need to be pulled in a 

trailer, which seemed absurd.  We were also 

doubtful if a top-heavy, low clearance vehicle 

could handle the terrain.  We considered 

turning a 4x4 truck into a mobile home, but 

the costs were impossible.  It also seemed a 

bad idea to pack up ‘house’ every time we 

wanted to drive around.   

Then we looked at roof top tents, but you 

need a strong roof, and if the roof is all tents 

there would be insufficient storage space for 

a family inside the vehicle. We felt that using 

regular tents would mean long set-up times, 

and a vehicle that was too heavily laden, 

difficult to access, and slow to load. And we 

did not relish having to stow all equipment in 

the vehicle every time we left the campsite. 

While we would have preferred not to tow, 

some form of trailer seemed the best option.  

Several South African companies make 

tough, well-equipped, large trailers.  Typically 

these come with built-in tents that rapidly 

open out.  The catch, however, is that setting 

up the full weather-proofed cover for the tent 

is a much longer job (45 minutes), and 

adding additional canvas rooms to create 

eating, sleeping and living areas, is longer 

still.  Trailers did not offer the quick set-up 

nor the sense of ‘home’ we wanted! 

 

Next we looked at various caravans and for 

the reasons described below decided on an 

off-road ‘Commander’ made by Conqueror.   

Two days into our journey we peeled off the 

‘Conqueror’ stickers (not the message we 

wanted to convey on the road!) and called 

her ‘Vagabond’. Our girls got busy decorating 

the inside with drawings and dream-catchers 

– making their home on wheels. 

Roddy 
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Tents, trailer or caravan? 
 

Why did we choose an off-road 

caravan? It is tough, quick to open-

out, spacious and well-equipped.  

Best of all it gave us flexibility and  

comfort, with lots of storage, a 

large, light table for social meals 

and road-schooling, awnings for 

the sun and rain – even space on 

the back for two kids’ bikes.  

A nyala comes to breakfast at Mliliwane, Swaziland. 

For us it was important to sleep in the same space as our young children so we could 

reach them easily at night. But we didn’t want to share one bed. The caravan solved that 

one. It also gave us a solid bolt-hole for meals and play when the heavens opened.  Older 

children may prefer to have their own sleeping space, in which case you have options of 

smaller, compact models of off-road caravans or trailer tents, plus ordinary external tents.    

Speed and ease of set-up were also a priority. After a bit of practice, we could make home 

within 15 minutes, and strike camp within an hour (breakfast included). 

We chose the Commander for its simple, robust and clever design. It is built to military 

specifications, with a chassis for 4x4 use and internal storage secured by zips and Velcro 

rather than catches that break.  This model has a 150 litre water tank which was ample for 

our daily needs and enabled us to be in dry, wild places for up to five days.  We never used 

the shower unit since most campsites offer these.  Keen to avoid buying bottled water, we 

added a water filter and a more powerful pump to the existing water system.  This was a 

wise move because water quality varies hugely and the filter gave us peace of mind.  

We had two deep cycle batteries which could be charged from the car (once an auto 

electrician had created a plug on the tow bar) or by plugging into a 220 volt source, which 
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was easily done with a long extension lead. Our caravan came with three external 220 volt 

sockets which were operational when the caravan was plugged into a 220 volt input 

(found in almost all South African campsites). 

Twelve volt output from the batteries was available through a ‘cigarette lighter’ plug and 

‘hella plugs’. Using battery power with 220 volt appliances requires running it through an 

inverter, and it is worth getting a good one.  We found that our batteries lasted us five 

days at the beginning of the trip, four days by the end.  The critical issue is whether you 

run a hot water cylinder (we always used gas to heat water and did not use our hot water 

cylinder the entire trip), a deep freeze (we only had a fridge) or a kettle (normally we used 

gas).  These will, of course, quickly run down your batteries, perhaps giving you only 36 

hours before they need to be re-charged or plugged into a 220 volt supply. 

Solar panels are a nice idea, but need to be stored safely when you are driving. Flexible, 

fold-away solar panels are available, at a price. 

Caravans and trailers are not the only options. A motorhome would cope with the road 

conditions in South Africa, Namibia and the highways of Botswana and Zimbabwe.  Several 

companies rent out motorhomes and well-equipped 4x4s with rooftop tents. Remember 

that these vehicles may only be able to carry the weight of one rooftop tent. 

Preparing vehicles for the journey 

You will need various documents for your vehicles for border crossings and police checks. 

Please read the extensive discussion in the section on Documentation in the TAwK 

Handbook.  There we also explain the requirements for purchasing a vehicle in Africa and 

give further details on such thorny issues as how many spare tyres to take and ensuring 

that your vehicle rims all match. 

Before you leave, and during your trip, you will want to service your vehicle.  Particularly if 

it is an older vehicle, put very good quality oil into the gearbox, have all the pipes, CV 

joints and boots, springs and shocks checked and greased as applicable. Quality shocks are 

advisable. 
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Insurance 

We were glad to have started early on our hunt for insurance.  Our existing, South African, 

insurance company would only cover our vehicles for one month a year out of the 

country.  Other companies would provide further cover, but only if periodically we drove 

back into South Africa and out again.  One agency offered three months, but only on 

condition we wrote each month for an ‘extension’.  None of this worked for us since we 

were going to be out of South Africa for at least six months.  We were told we would need 

to arrange special insurance through Lloyds of London, which seemed daunting. 

Finally we discovered the Outsurance ‘Out in Africa’ policy, which gave us not only vehicle 

insurance but mechanical support, “all risks” theft cover and some medical support.  Very 

fortunately for us the consultant said we could be out of the country for six months.  

Actually she was wrong, the cover was limited to three months, but Outsurance were big 

enough to honour what their consultant had said.   

It is worth looking hard for the right policy.  Be sure to check whether theft from the 

vehicle and theft from you (all risks) are covered. Find out the maximum they will pay out 

for named and unnamed items, and in particular electronic items like cell phones, camera, 

laptop etc.  Ask what is not included in the comprehensive vehicle cover?  What are the 

excesses on stolen goods, damage to vehicle etc?  When they pay out will it be in cash or a 

replacement of the item?  Will they cover money (cash), and documents (such as courier 

costs of new passport/driving license)?  Can they provide any support in the event of an 

accident or mechanical breakdown or illness?  Is there any medical cover?  Is the policy 

valid in every country you might visit? 

Carefully note answers, the date and the name of the consultant, ideally send an email 

with questions and get a written answer.  As we discovered, consultants are not always 

consistent, which can be to your advantage if you can quote them! 

We found Outsurance excellent.  We claimed four times.  Once on the theft of a cell 

phone (which they replaced), the second time to cover the cost of replacing stolen 

documents, the third time the contents of a bag that was stolen, and the fourth a dent in 

the car! 
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When claiming for the stolen bag, it was very helpful to have had the serial numbers and 

photographic evidence (a picture of the item, before it was stolen) to prove ownership.  

We advise that you specify and photograph every item of value, keep a list of all serial 

numbers, scan all receipts and know the value of all items.   

Medical insurance is of course vital and must include emergency evacuation.  You may 

find your vehicle insurance covers ‘medical treatment and repatriation’.  Don’t take this at 

face value – check what is covered.  It may well only apply to a visit to a local doctor after 

a vehicle accident. Ask whether it covers treatment, malaria and other diseases or 

accidents.   

If the insurance does cover the full range of medical risks check exactly what would 

happen when you become sick. Will they only cover local treatment or will they evacuate 

you to a 1st world hospital in South Africa or Europe?  Do they meet all associated costs? 

We kept up our private medical insurance in South Africa, and this covered us for three 

months out of the country, including repatriation insurance if we became seriously ill.  For 

the balance of our time out of South Africa we took out normal medical insurance that 

provided good medical cover. 

One of Roddy’s clients sadly died while on holiday to South Africa.  Thankfully his 

insurance policy covered the costs, and managed the arrangements, to repatriate his body 

to the UK from South Africa.  Be sure to have such repatriation cover. 

Finding the right insurance gives you peace of mind on the road. Imagine possible 

scenarios, check whether you would be covered and find out what documents are needed 

to lodge your claim. Remember that you might need to insure any goods you store while 

away travelling. 

Health 

Health risks are typically the greatest concern of most wannabe travelling families. 

Malaria and road-traffic accidents, we were told by one seasoned African medic, were our 

biggest dangers.  If you are well-prepared and careful you can significantly reduce the risks 

of these and other problems. We were both the above, and perhaps lucky too...because 
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we were all healthier while travelling than ever before, or since! We raided our medical kit 

only twice in the entire year.  

The first step is to consult a GP who is qualified in travel medicine and has a realistic 

picture of African medical facilities.   Be aware, that in this litigious and commercial age, 

doctors and travel clinics in the Western world are likely to take an “all risks” approach, 

sometimes to ludicrous levels.  Roddy once had a client who was prescribed malaria 

prophylaxis to visit Cape Town.  There is no malaria within 1000 km of the city!   

Several months before you leave you will need to start your course of vaccinations.  These 

are likely to include: 

 Rabies 

 Tetanus 

 Hepatitis A (maybe also B & C) 

 Typhoid 

 Yellow Fever 

 Polio 
 

Having vaccinated us, our doctor issued each family member with a small yellow 

‘passport’ listing our immunisations. These can be needed as proof at border-crossings. 

He also drew up a list of recommended drugs and first aid items. We passed the list by 

another couple of friendly medics, and agreed some changes with our GP. We also took 

homeopathic treatment for common ailments such as colds and runny tummies, which we 

used as first line of attack. Most of the items we took are listed in the TAwK Handbook 

that accompanies this book (see preface). Please use the list in the handbook as a rough 

guide only, because disease patterns change and drugs are constantly being improved.  It 

is not an exhaustive list, nor are we medics!  Our entire medical kit fitted into five ice-

cream tubs, with the exception of the saline bottles.   

What about malaria? On the advice of the medics, we decided to give our daughters 

Malarone, a highly effective but expensive malaria prophylaxis, for the 3.5 months we 

were in high risk areas. Our reasons were that symptoms of malaria in young children vary 

widely (including tummy aches - which we did not want to be second-guessing) and that 

smaller bodies mean the situation can get critical very fast. We also carried a box of self-
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test kits and a good supply of artemether/lumefantrine (trade name: Coartem ), the 

treatment we were advised to carry by our GP. The three adults did not take prophylaxis, 

and we were all careful to sleep under nets (ingeniously fixed up in the caravan), put on 

long trousers and shirts before dusk, and use repellent liberally. 

Dentistry can easily be forgotten. Have everyone checked before you leave and carry a 

dental emergency kit so that you can treat each other, or at least be comfortable until 

reaching trusted help. We were warned against using any dentists except those used by 

the expats in large cities owing, in part, to the risk of HIV transmission.  

Water quality is obviously a critical issue.  In South Africa water quality remains good, 

although there are occasional alarming reports of serious deterioration in certain areas.  

Nonetheless we had no concern trusting the tap water across the country.  Piped water is 

generally considered safe in Botswana and Namibia, although the golden rule is always to 

ask well-informed local people.   Probably the main reason we were so healthy on our trip 

was that we installed in the caravan a top quality ‘candle’ water filter from a company 

called H2O. We only drank filtered water outside of the countries mentioned above. 

Swimming in slow-moving rivers and lakes poses the danger of water-borne diseases such 

as bilharzia.  Happily we were unaffected, but friends contracted this sickness swimming 

at Cape Maclear on Lake Malawi.  It is probably best to swim some distance from human 

settlements and avoid stagnant water. 

Should you become seriously ill, you will need to be evacuated.  Insurance companies 

offer ‘SOS’ services that will fly you from anywhere in Africa to a treatment hub, typically 

Johannesburg.  We met people who had been evacuated because of cerebral malaria, car 

accidents etc.   Insurance is essential, especially outside South Africa (for more details on 

insurance, see earlier section). 

Finally, staying well fed and rested is the best way to stave off disease.  A nutritional diet is 

an important aspect of staying healthy on the road, so worth some thought and planning. 
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The Ops Doc 

Before departure we created an ‘operations document’, soon nick-named the Ops Doc. It 

contained all the notes, facts and figures possibly needed for the trip. Valuable beyond 

words…we recommend printing it, as well as backing it up online and on your phone. 

Your Ops Doc should include vital phone numbers.  Think through scenarios in advance 

and be sure that you have whatever details you may need in this document.  If the car 

breaks down, who would you call to get the number of the AA or a local car dealer?  In the 

event of a medical issue, what numbers would you need for insurance, for international 

medical advice or for your GP?  If your documents were stolen how would you find out the 

number of your nearest embassy, your bank and your insurance company? 

An Ops Doc could contain your proposed route and dates, including GPS references and 

notes on places or people you want to see.  (We did this separately in an excel spread 

sheet so that it could be shared with others keen to join the journey at a certain point). 

You might also want to keep a note of anticipated exchange rates and how much you 

expect to spend, for example on border fees. 

 

Too good to miss – lots of mud and total focus! 
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On the road 

 

“What did you think of our travels?” 

we asked our two daughters a month 

or so after returning home.  

“The best thing was arriving at a new 

campsite and exploring. The worst 

part…hmm, those long car journeys!”  

 

Surviving the car rides 

As with every change in a family's rhythm, it takes a bit of time for children to adjust to 

being in the car. But take heart...they do. So too do the adults, learning what works best 

for each person's needs and personality.  Over time, we all grew to appreciate the stillness 

of the ride and the changing landscapes outside. In between conversations and stories, 

there were often long, comfortable silences. 

That said, long car rides remain a challenge so it pays to be prepared. Choose from the list 

below, as the age, gender and personality of your children will affect what works.  

 Don't expect too much too quickly. Be wise with the frequency and duration of 

driving at the start; 

 Drive after breakfast, or eat a packed breakfast en route, and aim to be in camp 

by 3pm.  Never drive at night for safety reasons; 

 Remember that young children do not measure the passage of time in the same 

way adults do, so may not 'notice' that there have been non-driving days. Keep 

them encouraged and interested in the route by exploring the map together, 

taking turns holding the GPS (and having fun with the language options!);  
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 Collect a good stock of music and stories on your ipod, making sure that you can 

tolerate, and even enjoy, the children's selection;  

 Buy books relevant to the trip, in particular wildlife ‘spotting books’ such as the 

Sasol ‘First Field Guide’ series as well as a good bird book. Our kids loved naming 

the pictures, and guessing what each species eats. These books proved excellent 

references for all of us.   

 Buy two of those clever multi-pocketed 'organisers' that hang over the backs of 

the two front seats. They are ideal for keeping each child's treasures, favourite 

activities and water bottle accessible;  

 Have lots of water and snacks on board;  

 Mug up on spotting games and be inventive with quizzes and stories (see packing 

list in the TAwK Handbook, referenced in the Preface); 

 Stop for picnics and leg-stretches; 

 Swap drivers/child entertainers often, as well as seating arrangements if practical; 

 If you promise a food or toilet stop in 5 minutes, stick to your word even if 

everyone seems to be doing okay; 

 Talk about what you are seeing and where it comes from, even with very young 

children. Yet at the same time – nurture the silences. Allow your children time and 

space to reflect, rather than trying to fill every moment with activities. Some of 

our daughters’ most insightful questions and our best conversations came out of 

such silences.  
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Staying dry, cool and clean 

When you have kids, the prospect of bad weather, excessive heat or dodgy bathrooms is 

enough to put you off setting forth. None of these presented serious problems on our 

journey. We chose the driest, coolest periods of the year for the countries on our route. 

That is not to say we did not have rain...it poured most afternoons in Swaziland and for 

days on the Wild Coast.  It also rained on and off for many days in Limpopo and southern 

Botswana – freak weather for that region.   

Before leaving Cape Town we had sealed the joins in the caravan with a resin gun, testing 

our efforts with a hose and smoke.  Such precautions might sound extreme, but family 

camping is happier when the kit is as water and dust-proof as possible! We found 

numerous holes so set to work again with the resin.  The caravan awning kept the kitchen 

area dry enough for cooking, although sometimes we retreated inside to eat our meal (the 

double bed could be converted into a table).  On days of heavy rain, some of our stuff got 

wet but we knew it would dry quickly once the sun came out.  The same awning gave us 

vital protection from the heat and glare on very hot days. 

Eating well on the road 

It goes without saying that good food makes for happy travellers. Well-nourished children 

have the mental and physical energy to explore new ground, ditto the parents.  

“But what did you eat and how did you get it?” asked a few incredulous mums, guessing 

that we cannot possibly have packed the contents of a supermarket into our caravan. As 

ever, this is just about fear of the unknown. We ate extremely well and it was not difficult. 

Cooking or ‘rawing’ for ourselves and many others proved to be one of the most 

pleasurable aspects of our journey. Our favourite camping recipes can be found in the 

TAwK Handbook (available on www.GreatGuides.Org). 

Knowing you are well prepared is the secret. There is no need to live off tins and packets 

as camping stores would have us believe. So, it is worth thinking about what you would 

like to eat, what you can expect to find en route and what you might pack.  As the person 

responsible for the camp kitchen, I (Rachel) found that I could relax and enjoy being 

creative because I knew I had the resources to do so.  We met one family who had packed 
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every single meal, pre-cooked and portioned into small plastic bags, in two freezers in 

their very large trailer. They did not want to risk new foods or a gap in supplies for their 

young children - their choice, of course, but perhaps a tad boring...    

Our approach was to buy local food, usually at roadside markets. The thought of ‘haggling’ 

may put you off, but these exchanges of broad smiles, juicy tomatoes, coins and laughter 

were some of the loveliest moments of our trip!  We packed two ammo boxes of nutrient-

dense foods we knew would not be available (kilogram bags of seeds, various nuts, dried 

fruit, olives, coconut oil/shavings, grains to sprout) plus another box with emergency 

supplies (cereal, pasta, sauces, tinned fish, longlife milk, crackers etc). We also took 

packets of 'superfoods' such as goji berries, hemp powder, barley greens and raw cacao 

because they are exceptionally high in nutrients and easily mixed into smoothies, juices or 

even pancakes.  Sprouting was another way in which we ensured our intake of vitamins, 

protein and enzymes, and was dead easy to incorporate into camp-living (see ‘Sprouting 

round Africa’ in the coming pages).  We chose to avoid meat to reduce health risks and to 

enjoy fresh fish when available. 

In major centres south of the Zambezi, and again in the big cities of East Africa such as Dar 

es Salaam, Arusha and Nairobi you will find supermarkets with a large range of local and 

imported goodies.  These are often marked in your GPS, especially the Spar and Shoprite 

chains. Between the Zambezi and Dar es Salaam the range of supplies decreases sharply. 

Fruit and veg are of course seasonal, so once you are outside the orbit of supermarket 

distribution you will find less variety, but often fresher and tastier local offerings. We 

could usually find ‘spinach’ of some kind, onions, pumpkin or another kind of squash, 

sweet or ‘Irish’ potatoes, cabbage, lemons, tomatoes (always plentiful and stacked in 

beautiful pyramids) and bananas. Papaya, mangos, naartjies, watermelons were frequent 

bonuses, and avocados were available most of the way in sackfulls, for peanuts. We 

always stocked up as they are so full of nutrients and make a perfect lunch with any 

crunchy veg as 'salad', in ‘sushi’ rolls or slapped on bread or crackers with salt & pepper. 

Whipping up a camp guacamole adds extra class if you have the energy!  
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Oats, our morning staple, can be found 

throughout South Africa, Swaziland and 

Botswana, in major Kenyan & Zimbabwean 

towns but are scarce in Zambia, Tanzania and 

Malawi. In these countries we did a 'porridge 

tour', buying the local mixes of roasted maize, 

sorghum and/or soya beans sold in small-town 

shops and promoted as the nutritious stuff to 

grow your kids on.  Most were very tasty 

especially when cooked up with a good shake of 

cinnamon and cardamom (but some needed a 

serious injection of honey or dates).  

 

In southern Tanzania, where no porridge was to be found, we breakfasted on rice cooked 

with spices, topped with raisins and honey (fabulous local honeys are available locally).  

Our fall-back was ‘Swiss muesli’ slung together the night before from our stockpile of 

rolled oats, dried fruit, seeds and nuts (recipe in the TAwK Handbook).  Swiss muesli is 

perfect to pop in the car for early morning game viewing, or a quick getaway on a long 

drive-day. 

Milk and brown bread follow a similar pattern to oats.  We enjoyed white rolls – often 

called ‘scones’ – baked daily and sold on every street corner in Malawi, as well as 

chapattis from the market in Tanzania and Kenya.  Fresh milk and yoghurt are scarce north 

of the Zambezi, and even Longlife can be hard to find (or expensive) until you reach the 

big cities in East Africa.  Our advice is to buy plenty when you see it.    

You will find rice, mealie-meal and pasta throughout.  We stocked up on packets of 'soup 

mix' (barley, split peas and lentils) which were a fabulous base to many meals (recipes are 

in our TAwK Handbook). Tins of tuna, tomatoes, baked beans are difficult to find, and 

expensive in Malawi and southern Tanzania.  
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Sprouting around Africa 

Only the most observant fellow campers 
noticed a small hessian bag hanging off our 
caravan, but many more enjoyed its produce. 
If you always thought growing your own 
sprouts was only for hippies, a road-trip is a 
good chance to try your hand at being that 
hippy. There are few easier ways to munch 
on something fresh and crunchy, and pack 
vitamins into the family. All you need is a 
hessian bag (approx 20 cm x 20 cm with 
drawstring) or the bottom half of a 2 litre 
plastic bottle over which you stretch the 
mesh fabric that garlic is sold in, secured with 
an elastic band.  

You put a couple of handfuls of mung beans, 
lentils or chickpeas (or a combination 
thereof) in the bag/bottle, and soak the 
whole lot in a tub of water overnight.  In the 
morning, tip water away, rinse the beans and 
let it drain in the shade, keeping moist by 
rinsing in cold water as often as you can.  

 

When the shoots appearing are as long as 
the bean itself, your sprouts are ready 
(usually 2-3 days, depending on heat). Pop 
them in the fridge and sprinkle on salads, in 
soups or pasta sauces, risottos, sling into 
pancake mixes etc. Remember to rinse and 
dry your bag well to prevent mould. 

 Rachel

 

Our camp kitchen included a few unusual items that gave us more flexibility and fun in 

preparing food.  

 A ‘Hot Bag’: Equivalent to a large, all enveloping bean bag, this simple, light bit of 

kit allows you to cook food gently for several hours or keep dishes warm. Made of 

cotton and filled with polystyrene balls for insulation, the ‘Hot Bag’ saves time and 

fuel, and frees you from the kitchen! See recipes section in the handbook for 

more info on what you can cook. For now, imagine a meal that cooks itself, cannot 

burn, and can be transported to adventurous picnic spots – safely! Ours included 

cliff-top viewpoints and the tops of climbing frames; 
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 Flat-bottomed Potjie: A cast iron pot, best friend to every South African camper, 

that works a dream on the fire and gas stove. Our 6 litre potjie fed 3 adults and 2 

kids comfortably; 

 Small frying pan: Excellent for eggs, pancakes, French toast, spicy onions for dhal 

soups, or even heating a tin of baked beans or sweetcorn very quickly; 

 A good, decent-sized grater: Ours was used daily for veggies and fruit added to 

lunch salads, pancakes, rissoles etc, only very rarely for cheese… 

 Hessian bags for growing sprouts: Our best health insurance; see ‘Sprouting 

around Africa’ (left); 

 For a long trip consider getting a 12 volt travel blender for soups and fruit 

smoothies (to which you can add the superfoods mentioned above). We bought 

ours on the internet from a US company supplying kit for yachts!  

 

 

Please see our TAwK 

Handbook (details in 

preface) for a full list our 

camp kitchen essentials, 

plus our favourite travel 

recipes – many invented 

along the way. 

 

 

 

Stop, a quick chat, lots of smiles and we are re-stocked in northern Zambia. 
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The teacher hat: Making the most of 'school-on-the-road' 

It was with excitement and some trepidation that we approached the role of 'teacher' to 

our own children. We were neither qualified nor experienced, and wondered how we 

would all handle the shift in roles from parent/child to teacher/pupil. Bolstered by huge 

affirmation of the value of travel from teachers at our daughter's school, plus their 

practical tips, we packed an education kit (see our TAwK Handbook, details in preface), 

then figured it out as we went along. This freedom brought forth enormous creativity in all 

of us, perhaps because we 

were tapping into aspects 

of ourselves that usually 

lie dormant. 

Our sense is that home-

schooling is easier when 

you travel. Living outside 

gives one a head start.  

Simply being in the fresh 

air, with the sounds, 

smells and sights of 

nature's rhythms, makes 

for relaxed, energised 

children and parents.  

Achieving that wonderful 

synergy between the 

environment (both 

physical and human) and your teaching might seem like a distant – even impossible – 

dream in the flurry of preparing your trip. But remember that you will be in an entirely 

different mental and emotional space once the journey is underway, and hence much 

more receptive to the possibilities.  

Once again, being well-prepared boosts the confidence of any parent stepping into new 

territory. In terms of kit, you don’t need an entire library or craft shop: Consider taking 

items that will add value to what you can anticipate finding en route.  
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The joys and challenges of road-schooling 

This is what I wrote to a fellow-mum with 
travel dreams, two months into our trip:  

"The girls are full of beans, eager to explore 

new places and at the same time happy with 

our little routine of ‘school-on-the-road’. Our 

classrooms vary from backpacker kitchens, 

shady spots under trees, to wash-blocks in 

campsites...even a cafe overlooking a pool of 

hippo and hungry crocodile stalking huge, 

ugly barbel fish.  I am finding the Waldorf 

resources very helpful and adaptable to 

changing environments. Stories, rhymes, 

craft and being in nature are the backbone of 

the curriculum – how perfect!  

Rainbow snakes, rag-dolls under construction 

and other craft projects travel in the 

backpack, as does the tub of chalks.  

 

We have decorated a few car parks! The 

main challenge is to cater for different ages 

in my little class. I need to find ways to teach 

Sarita (aged 6) her numbers and letters, 

while at the same time engaging 4-year-old 

Lorien creatively." 

Rachel

 

Numerous home-schooling resources are available on the web and your choice will 

depend on your educational philosophy, plus the age and personalities of your children. 

Following the curriculum used in your children’s current school, at least broadly, will 

provide continuity and a sense of ‘keeping up’ with friends. We enjoyed the fit between 

the Waldorf education system developed by Rudolf Steiner and the experiential learning 

offered through travel. 

Here are a few tips for road schooling young children: 

 Ask teachers for a basic curriculum so that you know what skills are expected of 

your children by the time they re-enter school, and consider taking a copy of your 

child’s teacher’s most valuable written resources. We took a highly inspirational 
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and practical book called 'Putting the Heart back into Teaching'  plus collections of 

stories, rhymes and songs.  

 Wait until a few weeks into the journey before starting ‘school’ and keep the 

sessions short, because there is ample learning and adjusting happening in that 

early period. 

 Create a Teacher-Hat or something equivalent so that everyone can see – and you 

can feel – when it is school time. We struggled with the post-breakfast transition 

at first, even when we set up school in a new space. My inspired mother came up 

with the idea of a teacher-hat and our younger daughter eagerly asked to sew a 

'rainbow snake' round an old Boston Red Sox cap. That hat changed everything. 

 A decent-sized, light camping table and a few foldable stools allow you to take 

school wherever you want to go. Our favourite spots were riverbanks and beneath 

big trees. 

 Don't pass up unique opportunities. Our general approach was to have school 

mornings when there wasn't anything better to do! We always prioritised the 

chance to be amongst interesting people or explore new places, knowing that 

these would offer irreplaceable learning for us all.  Funnily enough, this did not 

mean that 'road-school' lost its value. In fact our daughters would request more 

school-mornings, perhaps because they enjoyed the balance between rhythm and 

spontaneity.   

 Take your cues from what is happening around you.  Simple things can be hugely 

enriching – leaf-rubbings from local trees to create number patterns, drawing 

letters in the sand, arranging shells in clusters to learn times-tables. Before you 

know it, the movement of birds, lizards or insects will capture your pupils’ 

attention and lessons become those of observation, listening, identification and 

insight into ecology...without you even trying! 

 Wash dishes, do laundry, scrub veggies and make pancakes together during 

'school-time'. Children love and need the physical activity and sensory stimulation 

in between the head-stuff, and it is a great way to get the chores done happily. 
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Filling a big bucket with bubbles and stomping on the clothes, or climbing trees to 

tie up washing lines is much more fun than the regular mechanised home routine.  

 If you're staying in one place for a week or two, chat to new friends about 

whether your kids can join a local school and offer your support to the teachers. It 

is a fabulous chance to be part of a learning community and to socialise with other 

children and teachers. Language differences are but a minor obstacle soon 

overcome by play. 

 

 

Sarita climbs with new friends at a primary school in the Drakensberg, South Africa.
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Dingaling, the imaginary friend

Will our children tire of each other's 

company? Or will they drive each other – and 

the rest of us – up the wall? Such questions 

bothered us before we left. As we journeyed, 

we realised that they stem from being 

accustomed to having a variety of people in 

our lives, and from assuming that we, and 

our children, 'need' them to stay sane.  

The work of fertile young imaginations 

proved our fears to be unfounded.  

Dingaling was born a couple of days after the 

departure of good friends whose daughters 

are of a similar age to our own. He arrived in 

'human-land' through the taps of a stone 

bath on Zanzibar, and lived first in the tips of 

Sarita's fingers.  

In time, he began to jump between the 

fingers and toes of each girl; an impish and 

wonderful playmate with whom to explore.  

 

 

Dingaling travelled with us for the rest of the 

journey and, months later, still appears on a 

regular basis for all kinds of adventures. How 

wrong I was to assume that Dingaling would 

disappear once our journey was over!  

This little imaginary friend shifted the power 

dynamic between our girls, and gave space 

to each individual. For Dingaling always had 

another wicked trick in store…  

    Rachel

 

Making friends through guides and in kitchens 
A trip comes alive through the people you encounter. Some of our most thrilling and 

insightful moments were those shared with friends made en route. Recruiting a guide 

opens such doors, as does sharing a kitchen.  

Hiring local guides is sometimes mandatory when you enter a national park, for example 

at the Ngorongoro Crater in northern Tanzania. Elsewhere you need to find them.  If you 

want a quality guide, able to give you a deep understanding of an area look on our 

website GreatGuides.Org.   
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Local guides, while friendly, may not have the depth or breadth of knowledge wanted by 

visitors.  Our guide of the Tsodilo Hills in Botswana helped us to gain a sense of how 

sacred this spot was to bushmen, while at the same time describing every rock painting as 

“3,000 years old”, including ones of ”a whale and a penguin painted when the Kalahari 

Desert was under the ocean”.   

Most guides are eager to talk about their lives, and genuinely want you to have a good 

time in their community.  If asked, they’ll gladly take you to their village or for longer 

walks to special spots. And if you’re feeling short of ‘facts’, do a bit of reading. You can 

then fill in the gaps as you discuss the day with your children.  

Befriending staff-members of campsites or lodges gives you a chance to get behind the 

scenes and opens all sorts of interesting conversations. Some places positively encourage 

guests to join staff in the gardens and kitchen (such as Gibb's Farm in northern Tanzania), 

and many others are relaxed if you take the initiative.  

Cooking for new-found friends between Cape Town and Kenya was not something we had 

predicted prior to departure. Had I done so, I may well have been unnecessarily terrified! 

Perhaps more than the average overland adventure, our GreatGuides.Org project brought 

us into the lives of people we had never met before. And the nature of the work meant 

that we quickly got to know each individual, plus their families and colleagues. Such are 

the benefits of having some kind of project as you travel – it is worth thinking about one, 

even something as simple as extending your photographic skills, or investigating a topic as 

part of ‘road-schooling’.  

We encountered the same warm African hospitality when we contacted friends of friends. 

Even the slightest ‘connection’ is an excuse to meet and befriend in Africa. More often 

than not, we were invited to pitch our caravan in their garden and given use of a 

bathroom on the understanding that we were self-sufficient so did not need looking after. 

Eager to reciprocate, we would invite our hosts to supper at the camp kitchen, or bring 

our food inside and cook in their kitchen. Both were readily accepted…and we quickly fell 

into a happy rhythm of preparing the evening meal using goodies from both kitchens. 

We soon realised that Africans – regardless of skin tone – are ‘open house’ and do not 

suffer the European sense of obligation to feed one's guests. So there is your entry point.   
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Two kitchens in Kenya

A young Kenyan couple, friends of friends, 

invited us to stay in their first home in 

Nairobi, a small town house in the sprawling 

high-rise developments near the airport. It is 

a sanctuary in the unplanned urban chaos.  

Our generous hosts work late at the bank, so 

we offered to do supper. The first vegetarian 

dinner they have ever eaten goes down well. 

So we cook the next night…and the next five. 

Coming home to a meal is a big treat for our 

new friends and I enjoy the luxury of an oven. 

Over relaxed suppers we talk about the new 

constitution, learning of their excitement and 

concerns: Would it give a new depth to 

democracy in Kenya capable of shifting the 

country to better government and unity? 

Two weeks later, we find ourselves in a very 

different kitchen, but one just as rich in 

experience. The elderly aunt of a friend 

suggested that we visit her sister, who lives 

on her own on a farm at the foot of Mount 

Kenya. She has no telephone line, so to reach 

her we must phone the Nanyuki Sports Club 

on a Sunday afternoon because that is when 

she awaits calls. We do so. She says, “yes, do 

come, but bring everything you need”.  

Our new friend greets us shyly, saying that 

she is better with four-legged creatures than 

two-legged ones. With assistance from 20 

Maasai employees, she has run the farm 

comprising of 300 dairy cows her entire life.  

 

 “Why don't you cook in the kitchen to give 

yourself a change of scene?” she tentatively 

suggests. We accept and it is delightful. 

Everything wobbles, there is no running 

water, no fridge and rarely any lighting.  

Handmade cupboards tell their own stories. 

It is one of the loveliest spaces I have ever 

encountered.  

We settle in, and the girls suggest we make 

pink pancakes. Beetroot being the magic 

ingredient, I wonder how these will go down 

with an octogenarian. She loves them and we 

are appointed the cooks!  Every evening we 

gather at the dining table set with ancient 

silver cutlery, just as it has been for over 

eighty years. The bread knife has been 

sharpened so often it is rapier-thin. We eat 

by candlelight, gently sharing stories. Both 

girls listen intently as our host describes her 

life on the farm. Three generations come 

together. There is sanctity in that moment. 

Rachel
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Cooking was the perfect way of reciprocating hospitality, and gave us huge pleasure.  

Typically Africans are not remotely vegetarian and I remember a momentary panic as 

someone declared that they had never eaten a vegetarian meal they had enjoyed....but 

the pots were always scraped clean. Perhaps we had a head start purely because we 

cooked up something a bit different?  We all know that shared meals offer the best 

opportunities for intimacy and great conversation, so don't be shy to include your children 

even at later dinners.  

Crime 

But what about crime? Will we feel safe? Won’t it be dangerous?  Travelling in unfamiliar 

places does create anxiety about security, especially when an area is thought to have a 

high crime rate. 

Statistically, probably the most criminal place in southern or East Africa is Cape Town.  We 

mention this not to warn you off the city (far from it!), but precisely because it is the No.1 

tourist destination in Africa and home to people from all over the world who choose to 

live there.  Even in a city where the statistics indicate high crime, these figures are 

typically related to crime in the poorest areas and at certain times.  As a tourist or a 

middle-class resident it is unlikely that you would be affected.  Even if you took a 

‘township tour’ or indeed stayed in a township B&B there is little chance you would 

experience crime.  Only if you choose to get into an argument in a township bar in the 

middle of the night, or wander around with your ipod or camera visible, might you join 

those crime statistics. 

In short, the likelihood of experiencing crime is closely connected to where you are at 

what time of day or night, plus your attitude and level of awareness.   

We would not consider anywhere in southern or East Africa a ‘no-go zone’, but nor is 

anywhere 100% crime-free.  We would be much more alert in urban areas than rural (and 

especially in downtown city centres), in countries that have recently experienced civil war 

or dictatorship, or those with large discrepancies in wealth.  South Africa and Kenya, 

which have growing gaps between rich and poor plus troubled political histories, both 

have high crime rates.  Malawi, although very poor, is stable and more equal and we felt 

much safer.  Poverty is relative, and it is the wealth-gaps that exacerbate crime. 
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Our experience was that most people met en route were not only trustworthy, but 

actively concerned for our safety and welfare – especially if we had initiated a friendly 

rapport.  Being unhurried and chatting with local people is your best insurance policy to 

prevent crime and to help you get things back if anything is stolen.  Conversely, if you are 

in a rush or you are unfriendly, do not expect local people to be concerned about you.  

The attitude you take into Africa is critical. If you are haughty you may well pay a high 

price.  The same is true in dealings with officials.  The best way to spend a long time at a 

road block or a border post is to be hurried, rude or arrogant.  If you stop for a friendly 

chat you will be through much quicker. 

Women in Africa are almost invariably generous, very helpful and kind people, as indeed 

are most of the men. But, owing largely to poverty and disempowerment, young men can 

be less trustworthy especially in urban areas. If you feel vulnerable seek out women.  

Should you find yourself alone in a run-down part of the city, look for a group of women 

and ask if you can walk with them. Likewise, if your car breaks down be cautious of 

trusting the first man to appear from the bushes. Treat him courteously, but look for ways 

to get local women involved.  They may not know how to fix the car, but they do know 

which local lads should be shooed away and how to find the best mechanic. 

In the event of things being stolen, especially in a rural area, it is worthwhile going to the 

older men and asking for help in retrieving the lost items.  I (Roddy) once had a car crash 

in Zululand and – out of nowhere – people appeared and rifled through our belongings 

that were scattered around the vehicle.  The lodge where we stayed later remonstrated 

with the chief about how we had been treated and by next morning everything had been 

returned.    

So women and older men are often firm allies, but again on the proviso that they sense 

you are approaching them with friendliness and respect.  And, in defence of young men, 

they may have a worse reputation but many will be very eager to help you and it is worth 

repeating that they too should be treated with respect – you may well need their help. 

Try to avoid getting into a vulnerable position in the first place. It is unwise to be in a 

downtown area outside of office hours, or to wander away from busy areas.  If you go into 

poor areas do so with a trustworthy guide. Be very cautious where you leave your car, it is 
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usually best to pay for parking in a formal garage in urban areas, or make good friends 

with the car guard, promising to pay him when you get back (and doing so!)  

We always took care to follow common sense rules about security.  Obviously never carry 

valuables or more money than you need.  We always locked our car and padlocked our 

caravan.  If, for some reason the car was left unlocked then we simply took valuables out.  

For instance sometimes you are going in and out of the car when you are setting up, or 

you want to entertain local kids with reggae on the car radio.  Putting wallet, ipod and 

other valuables in a pocket creates peace of mind. We all remember the saying ‘Don’t put 

temptation in another man’s path’. 

Another helpful saying is ‘out of sight, out of mind’. Rear windows of your car should 

definitely have tinted film to keep the car cool and to prevent people seeing in. The film 

also makes the glass harder to smash. Do not leave anything visible in a car, including 

clothing. 

Be very aware of who is around you but avoid being overly suspicious.  In Africa children 

are generally taught to watch adults, and not to ask questions.  You should not feel 

threatened if a child or young person stares at you as you empty your car or set up camp, 

or eat lunch.  They do not think of this as rude or unfriendly.  Ignore them, or engage in a 

friendly way.  You can ask them to move away, if they are crowding, but they are unlikely 

to go far.   

Nevertheless, knowing you are being watched can make you feel vulnerable.  In urban 

areas we would move the car if we felt uncomfortable.  In rural areas we accepted being 

watched and tried to be as friendly as possible, thus winning allies (while keeping 

valuables hidden or attended).   

Before setting out we worked hard to find and create hidden places so that even if a 

vehicle was broken into, our most important items should be safe.  We built a ‘secret’ box 

in a space behind the fridge in the caravan that was big enough for our laptop and 

passports, and hid envelopes of cash in the frame of the caravan.  We tucked photocopies 

of our documents into the upholstery of the car, and had three sets of spare keys, two 

hidden in the car, one in the caravan. 
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Another aspect of peace of mind is insurance.  In the first place, do not take anything you 

cannot afford to lose.  Precious jewellery can be left at home! If you cannot afford the 

insurance for a camera or laptop, don’t take them.  We discuss insurance elsewhere, but it 

is certainly important, and we claimed more than we paid during our year of travel.  

We had three incidents of crime, and all can be put down to some negligence on our part.  

The lessons we learnt are: 

 Don’t put yourself in the way of danger, in particular beware of urban areas. 

 Be friendly and courteous to everyone – you may need their help, and certainly 

not their hostility. 

 At the same time be very aware and careful.  Don’t trust anyone 100%, 

especially young men.  And know who is around you. 

 Keep valuables hidden and carry nothing more than you need on your person. 

 Keep things locked, especially if you are distracted. 

 In a vulnerable situation look for women. 

 Download your photos often because if your camera is stolen you will lose all 

pictures on the card. 

 In the event of a crime you will need to report it to police and claim on 

insurance.  This process is easier and faster if you have a record of the serial 

numbers, and ideally a picture or photocopy of the item or document.   
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Communications 

Communication in Africa is changing very rapidly.  Friends who spent 6 months on 

Zanzibar shortly before our trip could only access internet through relays to an expensive 

satellite system.  When we arrived there was cheap, efficient 3G internet available 

through the cell phone network. 

This section of the book will no doubt date most quickly! Yet we offer tips based on our 

experience because internet and telephone access can feel more critical when children 

are on board. 

All African countries offer ‘pay as you go’ services and very cheap SIM cards.  There are 

cell phone shops everywhere, and there were also street touts selling cards and airtime in 

all the countries we visited.  You will probably need to show some form of identification, 

including a street address (even if overseas) when you buy a SIM card.  Fixed lines are very 

poor in most African countries, but cell networks are very popular and are run by private 

companies. 

South Africa will probably remain just a couple of years behind the developed world in 

terms of cell phones and internet, and its fixed line phone system is dependable.  There 

are several cell networks, all of them world class: Vodacom is part of the Vodafone group 

and MTN is a massive international company. 

We found that roaming charges were very high for Africa with Vodacom, but MTN charged 

R5 per minute.  We therefore took out an MTN contract and enabled this number for 

roaming, so our family and friends could always get hold of us. 

We had another phone in which we used local SIM cards.   We found that ZAIN SIM cards 

offered local rates and retained the same number in 19 countries, including many we 

passed through.  We bought the ZAIN SIM card in Zambia, which also worked in Malawi, 

Tanzania and Kenya.  Sometimes the cell coverage was poor, but overall it was far better 

than we expected, and no doubt it will get better. 

The internet is easily accessed in South Africa.  You can buy ‘data bundles’ for your phone, 

and use the phone as a modem for a laptop.  There are wi-fi hotspots in many cafes, 

airports and hotels, which tend to work on nation-wide pre-paid accounts.  The service we 
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used was called ‘Always On’ and enabled us to use Wi-Fi in many locations, not only in 

South Africa but in other countries too. 

Beyond South Africa we found the only way to get online was to use our local SIM card.  

Roaming rates for data were astronomical, and Wi-Fi spots restricted to some upmarket 

hotels.  Data bundles were not available, but data could be sent under the regular ‘pay as 

you go’ charges, which were sufficiently cheap to make judicious use of the internet easily 

affordable.  We bought a ZAIN ‘dongle’, but a phone would have worked as well.  The 

internet access via phone was limited to major areas.   

We found Malawi and Zambia to be the least developed in communication technology, 

but they will no doubt catch up. In Malawi, lodges offered a system of Wi-Fi called ‘sky’ 

which relied on unpredictable satellite links. 

Borders 

Make sure that you have at least 6 months of validity left in your passport beyond your 

last border crossing.  Also ensure you have several blank pages.  Some African countries 

will not grant you entry if you do not have at least two blank pages.  If you have several 

passports, use the one that will attract the lowest visa fees! 

As UK and US citizens, we did not need to apply in advance for any visas needed for our 

route. They were all available for purchase and issue at the border. Find out what is 

possible for the passports held by your party. 

Make sure you check the visa or entry date stamped in your passport.  It is a suspiciously 

common occurrence that when travellers come to exit a country they discover that they 

have not been given the number of days requested.  This becomes a ‘serious matter’ to be 

discussed in a back office where they are presented with a choice of going to jail, awaiting 

trial, or paying a bribe.  Zambia had a reputation for this scam a few years ago. 

The East African Union (EAU) allows multiple entries into Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania 

until such time as you leave the EAU.  Therefore ensure you have the maximum visa time 

allowable (currently 3 months) stamped into your passports when you first arrive in the 

EAU. This will reduce your costs if, for instance, you re-enter Tanzania from Kenya or vice 

versa. You will need to show proof of a yellow fever vaccination to enter the EAU. 
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When you leave South Africa (or wherever you start your journey) declare everything 

valuable that you have.  At some border posts you may be asked to show this export 

declaration.  It also proves that you brought the goods from South Africa, and you are not 

trying to export them.  Before crossing your first border we suggest making a list of all 

equipment, with brief descriptions and values to ensure an accurate export declaration. 

We kept a ‘border bag’ containing all necessary border documentation, plus sufficient 

black pens.  Included were our Carnet and Comesa (see below), passports, vehicle 

documentation plus police clearance certificate, and US dollars.  We also had a football 

magazine to hand if ever a border guard needed a gift as a token of friendship, or to thank 

a helpful tout.  

In the border bag we kept a printed piece of paper listing our passport and vehicle & 

trailer details (including registration, engine number and vehicle identification number) 

and the dates we expected to depart each country.  This information helped me with 

form-filling! 

The border bag obviously needs to be kept hidden: We made a special ‘secret cupboard’ in 

our trailer and only took it out on ‘border days’.  In addition, we photocopied all our 

documentation, had it stamped by a policeman as commissioner of oaths, and hid them 

away, separate from other documents, in the lining of a car seat.  We also uploaded 

copies to a website.  

At borders, especially north of the Zambezi there are inevitably plenty of men hanging 

around to ‘assist’ you, sell you insurance or change money.  If you feel besieged by touts, 

ask the name of one tout and then tell him you’ll come back to him when you need him.  

Use his name with the others (‘sorry, Joe is taking care of us...’) and they will not bother 

you further.   

Do not assume touts are crooks.  Many are decent people just trying to survive.  It often 

pays to be nice to them – especially if something unexpected or inexplicable happens.   

Crack jokes and be friendly. 

You will need dollars in your ‘border bag’.  Only Botswana offered credit card facilities.  

Typically border posts only accept dollars, the exception was Zambia which demanded 
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one of the payments (carbon tax) in local currency.  Don’t believe the touts when you 

arrive at a border post telling you that you will need local currency, special insurance etc.  

Tell them you will come back to them when you need them, then check inside with the 

officials what is really required.  If you do need local currency at the border then expect 

the touts to offer a very bad rate.  The rate offered to us by touts in Zambia was 2.65 

when the real rate was 3.3.  Knowing the real rate will help you negotiate them upwards.  

Do not change more than you need for that moment as you risk both a bad rate and 

forgeries.  We always waited for an ATM if possible. 

At border posts, we would follow the first steps of the procedure together (because faces 

need to accompany passports), then Roddy would tackle taxes and vehicle-related 

paperwork while Rachel stayed near the car with the children. Picnics are a good idea for 

border days!  

The typical procedure at border posts runs like this: 

i) fill in arrival/ departure forms at immigration and get your passports stamped.  Request 

far more days than you think you need, you may want to stay longer than expected.  Be 

sure to check they have stamped the right date in the passport.  

ii)  Pay your visa fee.  For each of our UK passports these were in 2010:  Zimbabwe $55, 

Zambia $50, Tanzania $50, and Malawi free.  Children (who were on South African 

passports) were typically free, but in Tanzania they were also $50.   

iii) Pay third party insurance if your COMESA is not recognised (e.g. Botswana and 

Namibia). See discussion below. 

iv) Taxes.  If required pay: 

 carbon tax (e.g. Zambia $30, Zimbabwe $15 per vehicle) 

  toll fee (Zambia $20 per vehicle) 

 road tax 

 vehicle license fee (Kenya $40 and $20 for trailer) 
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Be sure to keep all receipts for border transactions. Keep these to hand in the vehicle as 

you may be asked to produce them by police at road blocks, or when you exit the country.   

Check how long these tax payments are valid.  For instance, Botswana charge for 3rd party 

insurance and carbon tax, but these were valid for a year, so we could re-enter the 

country (e.g. from the Caprivi) without the need to pay again. Other countries, like 

Zambia, expect you to re-pay every entry. 

v) Enquire if there are other taxes to pay or permits to acquire. 

vi) Have your carnet stamped  

vii) Fill in details of your car if required (VIN , Number Plate etc.)  There is often a book in 

reception where you fill this in. 

viii) Get a gate pass   

The officials at the border from Malawi into Tanzania wanted to photocopy our passports. 

We objected, saying this had never been required anywhere else and they looked 

sheepish and handed them back. We have no idea whether they were up to no good! 

The Zambian officials insisted on seeing police clearance for vehicle(s), which fortunately 

we had obtained from the South African Police before we left South Africa. 

In Zambia we were told to go to an office to see a manager to get a CIP (Customs 

Importation Permit).  We did not think this was necessary, but did as we were bid. The 

manager was immediately hostile (“why are you coming here?  You are coming here to 

work aren’t you?”) but showing him our Carnet and keeping a smile did the trick. No CIP is 

required if you have a carnet (see the discussion that follows).  This brief but ominous 

experience of a border ‘back office’ reminded us how necessary it is to have the right 

documentation and to keep to the rules. 

On departure there should be no charges.  It is important to have your passport and 

carnet stamped.  Be nice to everyone: if you are turned back from the next country you 

may have to return!  
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COMESA 

There are presently 16 countries in the COMESA insurance system1, from southern, 

eastern, central and North Africa.  It is a yellow card that is available from the AA and 

some insurance agencies in the countries concerned.  It provides you with the mandatory 

3rd party insurance cover for entry into all these countries.   

If you do not have a COMESA yellow card then you will spend a lot of time at borders 

trying to buy insurance, and in the process become vulnerable to untrustworthy touts 

offering insurance as well as to corrupt officials.  Not having COMESA will cost you dearly 

in time, stress and probably money.   

Each vehicle must have a COMESA, so a car and trailer requires two COMESA yellow cards. 

When you buy a COMESA card you will be asked when you will be travelling and which 

countries you will be travelling through; the price will be worked out on this basis.  It 

should not vary from one broker to another – but it does, hugely! Shop around!   

COMESA was not available in South Africa when we left, but the AA now issue it at their 

Killarney headquarters just north of Johannesburg.  We paid our COMESA at the border to 

get into Zimbabwe, and then shopped around insurance companies in Victoria Falls – 

whose prices varied by more than $100. 

Be very careful to check this (and every) document when it is issued.  The countries you 

are eligible for will be marked on the COMESA yellow card.  We failed to notice that the 

lady who issued ours did not circle Zambia.  Only when we got to Zambia did the border 

guards point out we had no insurance and we had to talk our way back into Zimbabwe 

(and out again) to get it properly marked.   

Keep your COMESA document in your car – you may be asked to show your insurance 

papers at road blocks.  COMESA is normally recognised immediately, although they may 

examine it, particularly the countries covered and the expiry date. Your own private 

                                                             
1 The current countries are Burundi, D. R. Congo, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Djibouti, Kenya, 
Malawi, Rwanda, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
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insurance, although it should cover 3rd party accidents throughout your trip, will not be 

recognised by border and police officials, only COMESA. 

Carnet 

The carnet is even more vital than COMESA.  It is a passport for your vehicles. At each 

border you must have it stamped ‘in’ and ‘out’ of the country, just like your own passport.   

Carnets are issued by the AA, and if you go to their HQ in Killarney near Johannesburg it 

can be done whilst you wait.  You will need to pay them a substantial fee and a relatively 

small deposit (although possibly a much higher one if you are foreign).  The deposit is 

returned when you bring the carnet back at the end of your trip. 

Having a Carnet means that you do not need to apply for a temporary importation permit 

(TIP) for your vehicles when 

you enter a country.  This is 

not only a slow process, but 

also requires you to lay 

down a deposit on the 

vehicle, redeemable when 

you exit the country.  These 

deposits can be very 

substantial, and the  whole 

process of getting a TIP at 

each border crossing, paying 

then redeeming deposits is 

not one to relish!  So a 

Carnet is essential. 

Everyone and everything travels by bicycle in Malawi. 
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Coming home 

It was with very mixed feelings that we started to imagine arriving home. We looked 

forward, on the one hand, to being amongst old friends and the familiar delights of Cape 

Town’s coastline. On the other hand, we were highly aware that the magic of the journey 

(whatever that meant for each of us) would quickly evaporate. And as we drew closer, the 

pace seemed to pick up at an emotional level, despite nothing changing in our actual pace.  

We literally felt like putting the brakes on time’s passage, eager to preserve what we had 

for as long as possible.  

There is a tradition amongst the Australian aborigines of pausing on one’s return from a 

long journey just before arriving home, in order to let the soul catch up with the body. As 

a people well-versed in the art of travel, they can clearly teach the rest of us a thing or 

two about keeping it together when two worlds merge. Conscious of their advice, we 

dipped into Cape Town for a weekend of sightseeing, partying and farewells to 

grandparents who had shared the last leg of the journey. Then, feeling overwhelmed by 

the combination of familiarity and a new ‘strangeness’, we retreated to house-sit for 

friends in a pretty town an hour outside the city. Here we drew breath and spoke long into 

the night about what lay at the heart of our journeying, and what of its essence might be 

sustainable within ‘normal home life’ . 

The house where we stayed, complete with comfy sofa, washing machine and enormous 

wine-glasses, made for easy living with a touch of luxury for erstwhile campers. Yet 

something niggled inside me as to what we (sub-consciously) trade-in for the 

conveniences we now take to be standard.  One day it occurred to me that we humans 

love our castles. We have created so much within our homes to make life comfortable and 

elegant. Even when we are not consciously protecting ourselves from the harshness of the 

outside world, we cut ourselves off from it. The earth around us is quite literally covered 

with our things and we cannot connect with nature. Camping is such a joy because we 

bring a little of what is usually inside, outside.  Cooking, washing, working, caring, relaxing 

and learning all happen with nothing between us and the earth. This is how we can start 

to feed our inherent connection with wilderness that Ian McCallum writes about in his 

book ‘Ecological Intelligence’.    
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To receive invitations, make plans with old friends and have access to all the resources of 

the city were attractive and affirming. But they pulled us all in different directions, upset 

the flow of the emerging day and required an intensity of planning and juggling that jarred 

the spirit.  

Returning just before Christmas eased this adjustment as others were slowing down, 

looking for long days outside and putting work on the back burner.  And, conscious that 

we would inevitably lose some of the flavour of travel that had grown within us, we tried 

our best to identify the valuable ingredients that would carry over into ‘normal life’. Like 

wine-tasters describing the many components of a good vintage, we each pitched into a 

family brainstorm. And when we found the right words – ‘eating outside’, ‘exploring 

spontaneously’ ‘thinking once, twice, thrice before buying anything...and giving, giving 

then giving some more’, we scribbled them on coloured paper and cut out leaves. Making 

a tree and sticking it up in the kitchen was our way of capturing the spirit of the journey. 

There was much joy in retrieving our boxes from storage – it was a prolonged second 

Christmas for our children. Favourite books and toys gained another life as they came out 

of hibernation. And, having lived so well with so little, we realised how much we had 

stored that we did not really need.  So we took the opportunity to shed extra ‘stuff’ that 

would clutter our lives.  Over-hearing the girls saying that they’d grown “too big” for some 

clothes and toys, we seized the chance to donate with their consent. How liberating!   

One month into the new year we reluctantly bought diaries. I found one that was pretty, 

even frivolous, to remind me of the lightness of travel. But it soon felt intrusive – as if it 

held sway over our lives.  

Despite returning to our familiar, wild village and living the ideals of our ‘tree’, it was a 

good six weeks before our souls caught up with our bodies. Perhaps we had not paused 

long enough on the periphery, as the aborigines advise, before coming home? 

It was our children – as ever – who reminded us of what we had on the road, and could so 

quickly lose in the bustle of re-entering our community. Walking across the school 

playground, I would stop to chat to other parents, arranging lifts or fund-raisers, only to 

feel an urgent tug and hear a frustrated  and repeated plea from 5 year-old Lorien 

“Mummy, don’t get distracted...” Mumbling an apology my rational self would muse on 
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her words: ‘Distracted? But these are all things that need to be said, to be done’. But on 

reflection, I was the one who had changed the rules without any conversation with my 

children.  For a whole year we had lived and worked as a team in which we all 

encountered new opportunities together, and built on these to our mutual gain. And now 

I was responding to different agendas, which were an unwelcome intrusion for our 

children.  

No matter how consciously we approach them, new demands will inevitably enter the 

family dynamic. What helped us was to communicate frankly why we adults do all this 

stuff, while preserving time to be buddies and have adventures with our children.  Even 

simple things restored the balance: a weekly family surf date, a barefoot walk to the 

postbox, finding a hidden spot in the garden for supper or creeping through the dunes at 

dusk to spot otters.  

Both daughters were excited to return to school. Sarita started Grade 2 with great 

enthusiasm, only to wobble on day four: “It feels so massive to go from Kindergarten into 

Grade 2. And everyone’s so noisy in class that I cannot hear myself think”. One of the 

challenges was internal, to summon the confidence in her capacity to make the jump into 

a ‘big school’ class. The other was about adjusting to a new social dynamic in her learning 

environment. A room full of boisterous 7-year-olds is a far cry from a quiet riverbank with 

her sister and ‘teacher-mom’.  

Looking back, we realised that travelling allowed us to re-discover the child inside all of us.  

It takes time, perhaps months, but as you travel you become closer to your own children, 

because that part of you which is child-like is allowed to come forward.  Routines, plans, 

pressures, deadlines, the tight-knotted cords of modern adult life, loosen gradually, and 

life once again is characterised by freedom, learning and ‘newness’.  You begin living in 

the moment.    

Thank you for reading our book. 

Please give us feedback or updates using GreatGuides.Org 

Roddy and Rachel Bray 
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For more practical tips see ‘ Travelling in Africa with Kids Handbook’ available on either of 

our pages at www.GreatGuides.Org 

In the Handbook you will find: 

 brief country notes, intended for route-planning, giving our highlights, warnings 

and some indicative costs; 

 detailed information on equipment and packing lists - from tools, to kitchen stuff, 

to medical and ‘road-schooling’ kit; 

 our favourite child-friendly, tasty (and nutritious!) camping recipes. 

 

 

Setting out to explore a shepherd’s cave in the Drakensberg, South Africa. 

  

http://www.greatguides.org/
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